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FOREWORD 

This international study titled "International Overview of Innovative Con-
tracting Practices for Roads" was initiated from "The Netherlands" and 
derived from a large research program package called - "Next Generation 
Infrastructure (NGI)". This study is one individual research component within 
NGI. This study is managed via Delft University of Technology and nationally 
funded in "The Netherlands" via Senter Novem & DeIft University of Technol-
ogy and co-funded in Finland by the Finnish Road Administration (Finnra) and 
its partners. These partners in Finland are Ramboll - Finland, The Confed-
eration of Finnish Construction lndustries (Rakennusteollisuus RT ry), and 
the Finnish Road Enterprise. The project manager for this project is Pekka 
Pakkala from Finnra, and the steering team consisted of Associate Profes-
sor and project leader Dr. Martin De Jong and Executive Director of NGI Dr. 
Paulien Herder, both from Delft University of Technology. 

This international benchmarking study involves an international overview of 
innovative contracting practices, performance measures and indicators for the 
road sector. The main purpose of this project was to identify innovative con-
tracting practices from various countries, and to ensure that "Public Values 
- or Quality" is being assured. Also, it was desired to determine the relation-
ship of "Performance Indicators" and Measures" and those used in the actual 
tendering process. Overali it was desired to determine and summarize some 
of the good practices, lessons learned, innovations, and quality practices used 
for road portion of the infrastructure. 

The countries/provinces selected in this study are as foliows: 

• Victoria, Australia 
• Western Australia 
• Alberta, Canada 
• British Columbia, Canada 
• Ontario, Canada 
• England 
• Estonia 
• Finland 
• The Netherlands 
• New Zealand 
• Norway 
• Sweden 
• In USA: 

o Florida DOT (FDOT) 
o Maryland State Highway Administration 
o Minnesota DOT (MNDOT) 
o North Carolina DOT (NCDOT) 
o Virginia DOT (VDOT) 
o DDOT (Wash DC - Maintenance only) 

We are aware that this list is incomplete, mostly because some other progres-
sive countries are missing from this list, but for reasons of time and language, 
a pragmatic choice had to be made. 

There has been visibility of performance gaps between various countries with 
regard to the performance of road transport infrastructures. In those countries 
where liberalisation and open tendering of design, construction, maintenance, 
operation and/or combinations of each of them have taken place, authorities 
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have often assumed the roles of contract managers and quality monitors. One 
aspect of quality specifications or requirements is to determine which service 
leveis are influenced and what performance requirements are incorporated 
into the contracts. These can be formuiated in different ways and at different 
leveis of aggregation for the various phases used in infrastructure manage-
ment (design, construction, maintenance and operation), which has an im-
pact on the opportunities for contractors to act flexibly and inteiligently with 
relevant issues during the contract period. The underiying expectation is that 
these novel arrangements ailow for lower costs and higher innovations whiie 
keeping up service ievels with public expectations. it is here that the possibie 
complementarities and tensions between the aspects of fiexibility and those 
regarding public vaiues become most visible. in those countries where ali of 
these operations have remained in pubiic hands, performance issues have 
often remained impiicit, but are no iess relevant. 

in this project a systematic comparison or benchmark has been conducted, 
of which institutional structures exist in different countries, and how they im-
pact on contracting practices and how they are adapted throughout time. The 
objective is to make an inventory of lessons learned, best practices, and pos-
sibie recommendations when considering outsourcing of these services. 

There are several different project delivery modeis or contracting arrange-
ments in road transportation projects used throughout the world. Not until the 
last 10-15 years or so, have these alternative project delivery modeis been 
used or tested for the road infrastructure. Some reasons toward the shifting to 
these newer modeis can be seen by the resuits achieved and are attempting to 
provide innovations, better soiutions, more efficiency, and at a lower or equiva-
lent cost than traditionai modeis. Aiso, due to the lack of skilied resources, 
finances, and decrease in human resources, road authority organizations are 
being motivated to use these newer types of contracting arrangements that 
wili hopefully aiiow fewer resources for management aspects whiie maintain-
ing the existing road network in satisfactory condition. The lack of substantiai 
funding almost becomes the biggest chailenge, but this was not the intent of 
this project. 

Hence, this project was to seek out and evaluate the most innovative project 
delivery systems in use by the most progressive countries, for new construc-
tion projects and aiso for maintenance contracts. The duration of this project 
was essentiaily from January 2005 through December 2006. Considering the 
budget and time constraints, it is neither practicai nor possibie to evaluate 
issues in ali countries, but rather to thoughtfuiiy incorporate and anaiyze the 
most significant resuits and newer more innovative means. 

The research approach to this project was to gather as many resources as 
possible through pubiished detaiis via reports, technical papers, conference 
proceedings, internet searches, and with contacts with other experts through-
out the industry and internationally. it is very important to understand that 
there is a iack of pubiished resources to meet the goais of the project, and 
this project included interviews/meetings with the appropriate authorities and 
experts in these countries. it was intended to discover the most recent innova-
tive practices for both capitai and maintenance contracts, determine some of 
the best practices, discuss some of the iessons iearned, and attempt to deci-
pher which methods might be recommended for appiication in the road sector. 
it is hoped that practitioners in the world of road infrastructures worldwide wiil 
benefit from the findings. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Today's key challenges are quite different from the past experiences in road 
management and require a different outlook in providing an efficient and ef-
fective road transportation system. Solutions to these challenges require a 
different attitude and innovative thinking as weli as changes to the procure-
ment practices. in order to depart from the traditional procurements practices 
it requires good leadership, time to impiementation, courage to impiement 
new practices, exampies of successful project elsewhere, and changes to the 
internal public organization, which is no small effort. 

Society is rapidly changing and becoming more of an iriformation society The 
general pubiic is wishing and demanding to hold public authorities account-
abie for the expenditure of publicty collected tax money. Therefore, the road 
authorities need to find more efficient and effective methods for deveioping 
new road infrastructure as weli as how to maintain the existing road network 
in good or acceptable condition. One way to gain efficiency is releasing the 
in-house maintenance works type personnei and allowing competitively out-
sourced routine maintenance practices. The other approach is to begin test-
ing and trying new innovative procurement practices that will eventually be 
focused more on customer services and road user requirements. Conges-
tion and urban sprawi appear to be problems without short term resoiution 
and can be strong incentives for seeking alternative and innovative means to 
procure the main foundations of a mobile society and one that changes quite 
rapidly. Expansion or new road construction projects aiso need to be reaiized 
quickly and meet pubiic vaiues in the best possible way. 

This study was to evaluate the international practices and methods that are 
used by many progressive road authorities and attempt to explain which prac-
tices might be more effective and meet the demands of the road infrastructure. 
This report is divided into two sections to distinguish the project delivery meth-
ods used for "Capital Investments" and those that are used for "Maintenance 
Practices". The countries chosen in this study are Australia (states of Victo-
ria & Western Austraiia), Canada (the provinces of Alberta, British Columbia 
& Ontario), England, Estonia, Finland, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, The 
Netheriands, and certain Departments of Transportation (DOT) in the USA 
(FDOT, MNDOT, NCDOT, VDOT, Maryiand State Highway Administration, and 
DDOT - maintenance oniy). The significant findings are sumniarized below 
and dealt with more extensively throughout the body of this report. 

Capital Investments 

Most countries continue to use traditional methods (Design-Bid-Build) to pro-
cure capital investment projects and ali countries seem to be continuing with 
this process, except for Engiand, which uses alternative methods extensiveiy. 
The use of PPP model, which incorporates private finance, has significantly 
increased since a previous study by the same first author in 2002. The main 
new method uncovered during the study is the "Alliance model" and Early 
Contractor invoivement" (EC1). Refer to Table 2 which summarizes the prac-
tices of ali countries as well as other tendering information. These aiternative 
methods seem to provide better results and are more aligned to reduced time 
of construction, improved cost control, equal or better quality, and overall cli-
ent satisfaction. 
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These modeis are as foliows: 

• Design-Buiid (DB) 
• PPP or Design-Build Fnance Operate (f. 
• Ailiance model - tentatively recommende 

The main differences between Design-Build and a! ts alternatives as com-
pared to the traditionai modeis are: 

• More transfer of risks to the party best abie to handie and manage 
• Ateamingeffort 
• More opportunities for aiternative soiutions (design, innovations, con-

structability, & project management) 
• Less administration (according to interviews) by the client organization. 

There have been some noticeabie impediments or difficuities when beginning 
to adapt and utilize these new Design-Buiid and its aiternative modeis. These 
new modeis take time to develop, impiement, and understand ali the "tricks of 
the trade". Aiso, it is difficuit to transform ali the know-how to ali those invoived 
in the road authority ali the way throughout the organization and throughout 
ali road region personnel. The use of these new and innovative practices can 
be iimited due to issues as reiinquishing controi from the methods based or 
traditionai practices, limiting the design deveiopment to iess than 30% (some 
even recommend 15-20%), having a majority of performance specifications 
fuily deveioped, not using iow-bid, lack of a reai teaming concept, transparent 
information & communications, understanding risk ailocation and responsibil-
ity, and having the private industry understanding these practices. 

These issues and deveiopment aspects can be summarized briefly and the 
foliowing shows five major categories that can be grouped together: 

Learning Process: 

• As a iogicai progression, Design-Buiid shouid be the first model tested 
• Takes time to impiement 
• Creating trust with industry takes time 
• Continuai learning process - reengineering the modeis 
• Performance specifications should be deveioped for Design-Buiid and ali 

related DB modeis 
• Standardization of contracts & continuity amongst aii regional road authori-

ties 

Risks 

Knowiedge and competence of risks 
Aiiocating risks to the proper party 
Risk optimization 

Gains by Eariy Contractor lnvolvement (ECI): 

• Using the Eariy Contractor invoivement (ECI) model 
• Minimize design development to < 30% or iess 
• Potential of the "Aiiiance modei" 
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Quaiity: 

• QC by contractor 
• Quaiity Based Selection criteria for contract award 
• Performance Specifications 
• Contractor rating program 
• Professional services rating program 

Procurement Portfoiio: 

• Having a proper procurement strategy & project portfoiio 
• Having expertise in ali modeis & disseminated to ali regional personnei 
• Offset higher tendering cost by compensation via stipends 
• Consider short iisting to a maximum of 3 tenders for medium and large-

sized projects 
• Consider the use of integrated phases for professionai consuitants for con-

ti nuity 
• No iow bid tenders for the innovative modeis (except really smaii projects) 

More detaiis on capitai investment projects are discussed in the "Capital In-
vestments" section. 

Maintenance Practices 

Maintenance practices depend upon whether the physicai works are done 
in-house (by pubiic organizations) or are outsourced due to road reform, re-
organizations, or other reasons. A majority of the countries in this study have 
no internai workforce and require outsourcing of the maintenance activities. 
During the eariier years of procurement of maintenance activities and during 
the first transition to outsourcing, the services were purchased yeariy or via 
muiti-year agreements, using separate contracts for each activity, and usuaiiy 
with a iabor rate or unit price. Next, performance-based routine maintenance 
contracts began with 3 year contracts with service ieveis for quaiity standards 
and were typicaily unit price or hybrid contracts. The next progression was to 
longer and more Iump type contracts. 

Subsequentiy, there were more integrated contracts (periodic and routine 
maintenance), for a ionger duration, basicaily iump sum contracts, using per-
formance criteria or Leveis of Service (LOS), and using more of a partnering 
concept. Tabie 12 in the Maintenance section of this report shows a summary 
of the different maintenance practice used by the countries in this study. 

Figure 23 shows the international deveiopment of maintenance practices and 
it shows the development trend in today's maintenance practices. In short 
the resuits from this study continue to verify this trend of deveiopment and 
continue to be a vaiid strategy that many countries continue to follow. British 
Coiumbia, Canada has somewhat pushed the development as compared to 
the simiiar study, and their routine maintenance contracts are of 10 year dura-
tion. 

The one new main development is the inciusion of the "Alliance Moder or 
what is termed E-MAC in England. This is a recent deveiopment and appears 
that this is a potential repiacement of the Performance Specified Maintenance 
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Contracts (PSMC) or called Performance Based Maintenance Contracts 
(PBMC). Also, a significant observation is that the results from the PSMC type 
model have not been as expected. The "Alliance Modef' is beinq nvestiqated 
as a potential replacement model for the PSMC type models 

The foliowing is a summary of the development of maintenance contracting: 

• Opening the market to maintenance has been key issue and a deliberate 
process of development should be considered before advancing straight 
towards the advanced modeis 

• Outsourcing of performance-based routine maintenance has demonstrat-
ed successful results 

• Longer-term agreements - about 7-10 years 
• Lump Sum or Hybrid type contracts (Combination of Lump Sum and Unit 

Price) 
• Partnering and trust are stiil relevant (both Client & Sub-Contractors) 
• Using quality-based contractor selection criteria 
• Most innovations have been equipment related, ICT, and Project Manage-

ment 
• Alliance model appears to have good potential 

Realistically, there are many aspects and details involved when considering 
a change to these more innovative methods, and it can be considered as a 
paradigm change. Change is difficult (especially for public organizations), but 
is necessary to keep pace in today's society and the desire to progress into 
best practices that produce better services at a fair investment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this report is to present the results of a joint project 
between Holtand and Finland, which involves innovative contracting practic-
es and performance indicators. The results are based upon an international 
benchmarking type study and are derived from the road infrastructure. Also, 
this report presents the lessons learned and useful practices. 

1.1 Background 

As a background statement to this report, this particular project or study was 
essentially initiated from Holland by the introduction of a new technology pro-
gram that is titled "Next Generation Infrastructure - (NGI)". This specific project 
is just one of many projects designed to assist the infrastructure development 
in Holland. Delft University of Technology received this grant and partnered 
with the Ramboll Finland and the Finnish Road Administration for the delivery 
for this specific project which was originally titled "Cross-National Benchmark 
of Network-Bound Infrastructure: Performance Indicators & Innovative Con-
tractArrangements" (NGI, 2004). 

This is an international study and the following indicates the countries that 
were included in this study: 

• 	Victoria, Australia • Norway 
• 	Western Australia • Sweden 
• Aiberta, Canada • In USA: 
• 	British Columbia, Canada o Florida DOT 
• Ontario, Canada o Maryland State Highway Admin. 
• 	England o Minnesota DOT 
• 	Estonia o North Carolina DOT 
• 	Finland o Virginia DOT 
• The Netherlands o (DDOT (Wash DC - Maintenance only) 
• New Zealand 

1.2 Methodology 

The methodology for the project included an extensive literature review from 
resources that were available internationally, past studies related to the topic, 
collection of information via the internet, a "Questionnaire" that was completed 
by the experts from their respective countries, and probably most importantly 
- personal meetings with the experts during the country visits. One reason for 
the questionnaire and actual country visits is the limited amount of information 
publicly available, several instances of older or somewhat outdated reports 
and resources, and recent developments and upstarts to these approaches in 
the road sector that have not been documented. Also, the first author's past 
research projects, procurement experience, and expertise is used to comple-
ment the details gathered in the study Pakkala (2002). 

The various aspects of contracting included in this report are capitat invest- 
ment projects, maintenance contracting, resurfacing contracts, design/civil 
engineering services, Public-Private Partnerships (PPP), quality/public vai- 
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ues, and performance measures and indicators. In order to receive the most 
benefit and more hoiistic approach, the questionnaires and country visits in-
ciuded meetings with the client organizations, contractors or services provid-
ers, design/civil engineering professionals and some experts from universities 
and research affihiations. As a resuit of the first author being from the Finnish 
Road Administration, it was very efficient and quite effective to gather a large 
amount of information from a road authority's perspective, practices, and ide-
as upon improving the process. That being said, it was essential to maintain 
as much as possible, an impartial view. 

1.3 Report Content 

The goal of this report is to present the resuits, anaiyze and discuss the re-
suits, show the iessons learned, some of the best practices, the conciusions, 
and to develop or recommend which practices might be more fruitfui. 

The report is organized into five sections plus appendices and is structured in 
foliowing manner. The lessons Iearned and recommendations are presented 
in the appendices. 

• Section 1 - introduction 
• Section 2 - Capitai investment (inciuding Professional Service Contracts) 
• Section 3 - Maintenance Practices (both Periodic & Routine Maintenance) 
• Section 4 - Performance lndicators 
• Section 5 - Conciusions 
• Appendix A - Lessons Learned from Capitai investments 
• Appendix B - Recommendations for Capital lnvestments 
• Appendix C - Lessons Learned from Maintenance Practices 
• Appendix D - Recommendations for Maintenance Practices 

Both the Capital investment and Maintenance Practices sections wili include 
discussion on: 

• Contractor Selection Criteria 
• Quaiity 
• Conciusions 

Ali of the above mentioned sections wili address capitai investment projects, 
maintenance contracting, resurfacing contracts, design/civii engineering serv-
ices, Public-Private Partnerships (PPP), quality/pubiic values, and to some 
extent performance measures and indicators. 

,t is r the purpose of this report to "dig into" the detaiis that include each 
countries elaborate systems, practices, drivers, cuiture, business practices, 
and own ways of procurement practices. Even thought they are reievant, it 
was decided that more of a lessons iearned and best practices approach 
would be more beneficial and wideiy accepted. Also, a significant driver is to 
keep the output as brief as possible so that numerous readers wiii actually 
take time to induige into the cnntnf n -1 threforn verv ciinck!v Iflde rstand the 

main issues of importance. 
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1.4 Client Issues, Drivers & Challenges 

It is important to understand some of the motivations and drivers to seek 
new and innovative contracting practices. The subsequent paragraphs pro-
vide several explanations or reasons that have led to the use of innovative 
contracting methods. These are not in any order of preference or significance, 
but merely to understand the reasons and circumstances for the usage or tri-
als in these newer type methods. It should also be mentioned that they are 
mainly initiated by the client organizations and they are the main drivers in the 
process to newer innovative practices. 

Probably the most common and most difficult issue to resolve is the lack of 
sufficient funding to preserve the existing roads in good condition as noted in 
Short & Kopp (2004). There is also a lack of funding to meet the needs for 
expansion of the road network. There is significant data demonstrating lower 
expenditures across the years for roads in many countries and they can be 
somewhat attributed by meeting the other social needs and costs that have 
been increasing - for example the health care costs. Therefore, one of the 
main goals especially for maintenance type contracts is the savings achieved 
by the newer maintenance type contracts. 

Another significant contribution or driver is the lack of experienced staff mem-
bers, reductions in the staffing levels, and deficiencies in specialized areas 
of expertise. The lack of staffing resources is not expected to improve and 
conversely will get worse. In some countries it has become a common practice 
to hire new employees from other parts of the world. This is a difficult situa-
tion because there are no quick fix solutions and this is also true in the client 
organizations as well as for those providing those services. In many countries 
there is even a shortage of engineering professionals coming through the 
educational system that will even further hinder the hiring of future staffing 
experts. Sometimes innovative contracting arrangements require less man-
agement and administration and can explain in fact the reason for moving into 
these arrangements. Less staff is typically required to manage these innova-
tive contracting arrangements. 

lnnovations certainly prompt many people's attention and drive the usage of 
different types of contracting practices. Some objectives are to utilize the inno-
vations by designers/civil engineers, by contractors, and processes that pro-
mote innovative practices and systems. It makes practical sense to use those 
practices and arrangements that promote innovations, but actually achieving 
them can be a challenge. 

Some countries are testing these modeis to determine if they do in fact pro-
duce efficiency in the process. Some contracting models do provide for more 
efficient approaches and timeliness in the process. Therefore, the efficient 
modeis are tested and used. These will be discussed more in their respective 
locations in the report. 

One of the most significant issues encountered in the study and the reason 
why some countries seek the more innovative practices and why some stay 
in the traditional areas is in fact the differences in culture and traditional prac-
tices in those countries. For example, the Anglo-Saxon countries included in 
this study seem to have quite similar practices and very progressive approach, 
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especially in the maintenance type contracts. However, even within the Angio 
Saxon countries there are also extreme differences, such as the maintenanc 
contracts in Victoria, Australia versus those in England. Some countries cr 
statesmayb 
new practice 

Another driver can be seen within the client organizations and that is the con-
trol issue". Most client organizations desire to continue to make ali the deci-
sions or controiling the processes, decisions, and means and methods. This 
can be seen very clearly in the Design-Build process as well as the long-term 
performance maintenance contracts that have the contractor making the most 
of the work process decisions. Those countries not using those innovative 
processes, are keeping controls of the decision making process. This con-
trol issue is a reality and the struggle for control to be released can be even 
more pronounced when trying to move into the Design-Build process where 
the most advanced countries pian and design up to conceptual design, which 
means about 15-30% design development before tendering. This is a strong 
area of conflict and has been noted in several other countries that take these 
statutory obligations too far, which are in effect keeping control of the devel-
opment process. There has aiso been a similar struggle in long-term per-
formance maintenance contracts, when the client tries to keep control, even 
though it has been reiinquished in the contract. As a personal observation 
from the first author, this is a sort of cultural and control issue that is difficult to 
soive and typically cannot be altered overnight. This has an effect whether or 
not the innovative contracting practices are used and impiemented. 

Performance specifications have been thought to provide flexibility and to 
boost innovation by the contractors in Highways Agency (2004), but perform-
ance specifications (functional Specifications) have been quite siow to de-
velop. Some have referred to performance specifications as outcome-based 
or describing the end conditions of the product or services. The deveiopment 
of performance specifications takes a great deal of time and good research 
to make sure that the performance leveis meet the technical and materiai re-
quirements. Aiso, there is need of verification and validity through robust data 
and practices. As the movement toward more innovative contracting practic-
es progresses there should be more and more performance specifications 
or functional specifications used in the contracts. This sort of goes "hand in 
hand" with innovative contracting practices as one, more or less, complements 
the other. in FHWA (2002) the development of performance speciflcations is 
needed when moving towards innovative contracting practices and especially 
when private financing is included. Traditional methods rely extensively on 
very strict technicai and material behavior requirements. Table 1 shows th 
progression of performance specifications and has a high correlation to th 
DBOM and DBFO modeis as opposed to the DBB and DB modeis. Even 
Design Build model there shouid be more and more development of perform-
ance specifications. 
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MODEL 

DBB & cm 

DB 

DEOM 

DBFO 

Afliance 

Perfcrmance- 
Based Mainte- 

nance 

IQN4ER 
FOCUS PERFORM- CONSTRUC- RAW 

ANCE TION BEHAV- MATERIAL 
SPECS 

x y 

- X X Contractor Contractor 

X Contractor Contractor Contractor 

X Y Ccntractor Contractor Contractor 

X X Contractor Contractor Contractor 

- x y y y 

Source: FHWA (2002) 

Table 1 Performance Specifications via Delivery Model 

X - First level of consideration 
Y - Subsequent level of consideration 
Contractor - The "Contractor" may have to translate further details down the 
supply chain 

Since the construction industry has typically been so fragmented, there is 
an interest or movement toward integration and innovative contracting mod-
eis. The separation of design and any Iong-term maintenance and upkeep 
has been known as a limiting factor when the goal is to adapt to Life-Cycle 
Costs (LCC). Thus the interest and broadly accepted view that more integra-
tion increases the probability for successfu project outcomes as mentioned in 
Courtney e. a. (2005), becomes a driver for the use of integrated and innova-
tive contracting practices. However, as mentioned earlier the relinquishment 
of design contro is a significant barrier which is also discussed in Herder e. 
a. (2004). This relinquishment of design actually means to provide Iess de-
tailed design criteria (suggested maximum of 15-30%) before contract award 
in order to achieve innovative practices and constructability solutions from the 
contractor. 

Copying and learning from one another is another driver, especially if those 
innovative practices do in fact provide better results. This can be seen in the 
"Nordic RoadAssociation" and the "BaItic RoadAssociation" where the Nordic 
and Baltic countries have common exchanges of information and practices, 
which promotes good practices from abroad. Coping of practices from one 
country to another is also been studied and reported in De Jong (2002). 
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2 CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

This section contains background information and the rnain resuRs for th 
international study relating to "Capital Investment Projects" or commonl 
termed as new types of infrastructure development (new projects). This ofte 
means expansion of the road network and can be in forrn of !ne wdnnincj 
new bridges, tunriels, and just simply new road projects. 

2.1 Background Information from Capital lnvestment Projects 

Capital investments refer to those new type projects that require significant fi-
nancing or capital for new bridges, expansion of road network, widening exist-
ing roads, or various types of safety and improvement features to the existing 
roads. These are typically outsourced to the private sector via various types 
of contracting agreements under the public tendering rules of each country 
Countries in the European Union are required to follow the criteria in the EU 
procurement guidelines. 

The Design-Bid-Build (DBB) or so-called traditional method has a strong 
separation between design and construction phases. The DBB method was 
essentially created around the time of the industrial revolution when the spe-
cialty fields of expertise of design professionals and contractors were devel-
oped and segregated from the integrated processes. The "Unit Price" contract 
(schedule of rates or bill of quantities) stiil seems to be the contract type 
developed under the traditional method. 

This means that the contractor is paid based upon the unit price times the 
number of units put in place for each area of services or products delivered for 
that specific project. This requires a significant amount of administration and 
manual processes which can also contribute to potential conflicts. The quanti-
ties can be a source of arguments and lead to additional negotiations, as well 
as possible arbitration, if necessary. 

Some countries are using the "Lump Sum" or "Fixed Price" contract for the 
traditional methods. This is essentially a total price for the entire construction 
work produced for that particular project. 

Not until about the past 10-15 years or so, has there been a movement or 
trials toward more integrated contracts like Design-Build, Design-Build-Op-
erate-Maintain, Design-Build-Finance-Operate, and the Build-Own-Operate-
Transfer (BOOT) in the road sector. However, history reveals that some of the 
integrated contracts have been used in the past, but not as regular or normal 
part of most clients' strategy and practices. Pakkala (2002) lists the definitions 
of the different models. These so called integrated or innovative procurement 
models have been somewhat more common practice in the buildings sector or 
vertical construction industry, where there was a need for fast and integrated 
delivery methods. These similar drivers are being used and tested to deliver 
road projects. Other drivers include downsizing of many client organizations 
and a need for lesser administration by the client organizations. 

Also, the private finance models, such as the DBFO (many times referred to as 
PPP) and BOOT (and their variations - BOO, BTO & BOT) modeis are becom- 
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ing more widely used and the reasons vary from Country to Country. There are 
also other modeis similar to BOT and they are merely different finanCing, legal, 
ownership, and leasing arrangements. However, there is a common theme 
that arises, and that is the lack of public funding for road projects. Typically 
these projects are being delivered under the DBFO and BOT type modeis. The 
BOT type modeis have been used in a few road projects and are not a widely 
praCtiCed as Compared to other infrastructure sectors such as water, energy 
and power. 

A new interesting model that has been used in some of the Anglo-Saxon 
type countries (UK, Australia, & New Zealand) is the "Alliance" mod& or the 
"Early Contractor Involvement' (used in UK). This will be discussed in more 
detail later as it is quite unique and requires further explanation. However, 
the Alliance Model attempts to solve some of the many issues in relationship 
contracting and boasts significant reduCtions of time consumed during the 
planning process. 

The typical project delivery modeis available to be used for road projects are 
as follow: 
• Design-Bid-Build (D-B-B) 
• Design-Build (DB) 
• Construction Management (CM At-Fee) - Rare 
• Construction Management (CM At-Risk) - Rare 
• Design-Build-Operate (DBO) or Design-Buiid-Operate-Maintain (DBOM) - 

Rare 
• Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) 
• Build Operate Transfer (BOT) & Build Own Operate Transfer (BOOT) 
• Early Contractor lnvolvement (ECI) 
• New - "Alliance model" 

It should be noted that the Construction Management (CM At-Fee) and (CM 
At-Risk) are seidom used. These are very similar to the traditional model as 
the design and construction are stili separated. These two modeis are being 
tested in a few countries, but there were no resuits to include in this report. 
CM At-Risk and At-Fee are mainly applied when there are some buiidings 
involved, such as rest areas and other types of building structures. However, 
Finland had tested these modeis in the early 2000s', but did not have any good 
results or positive experiences that would have caused interest in continu-
ing these modeis. So, the Finnish Road Administration basically discontinued 
these modeis and will not be a standard practice. Basicaliy, these modeis are 
used when the Client is so downsized or does not have significant know-how 
for managing projeCts. This is not the situation for most road administrations, 
and most road organizations have significant project management skills and 
know-how in administration and contract administration and management. 

it is not the purpose of this report to recommend that any one model is the 
solution for ali projects. Actually, quite the opposite is true in that it very much 
depends upon the unique requirements of a given project. On the other hand, 
there are factors that affeCt the choice for a particular procurement method. 
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• Project costs 
• Project size 
• Available budget 
• Degree of design development 
• Project complexity 
• Road market saturation 
• Ability & competence of market 
• Environmental issues 
• Legal & financial risks 

• Political issues -in project selection 
• Degree of potential conflicts 
• Degree of utility issues 
• Client goals and objectives 
• Time critical elements 
• Client flexibility 
• Distribution of risks 
• Construction management skills 
• Ability of construction market & resources 

Figure 1 shows the main delivery models and the integration of the planning 
process through construction and maintenance. 

EI T1+I 	
IN 	

1+1 	

IMPENTS IMAJNTENANCI 

FEASIBILITY PLANNING 	PRE-DESIGN 	ROW 	 D-8-B 

FEASIBILITY PLANNING/DESIGN ROW & COSTS 	DESIGN- BUILD 

- 	
DESIGN-BUILD PLUS 

WANCE MODEL 	& 	ALLIANCE MODEL 

DESIGN$UILDF1NANCEOPERATE (DBFO & DBOM) j 

FUNDING 	 FUNDING 

FULI DELIVERY or PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

Source: Finnra (2003) 
Figure 1 Main Project Delivery Modeis 

Note that the Fuil Delivery or Program Management model has not been ap-
plied to any road projects and is more applicable to the building sector. 

2.2 Summary Of Modeis 

Table 2 displays the results from this study and summarizes the various pro-
curement practices used in these countries. This table also includes the "Con-
tract Type", "Contractor Selection Criteria" for each associated project de-
livery type, and a comment section for other explanations. 

Information from Table 2 reveals that the main model for road projects remains 
the traditional (DBB model), which has been extensively used and probably 
will continue to be the main method for construction services for most coun-
tries, except in England. The separation of design and planning from the con-
struction portion continues to be favored amongst the construction indui 
and many clients. The DBB results are discussed further in Section 2.2.1. 

The Design-Build (DB) model is increasingly used as compared to the results 
from Pakkala (2002). More and more projects continue to use the DB method 
and many countries desire to test the efficiency and effectiveness. It is inter-
esting to note that basically the Anglo-Saxon countries, USA (several DOTs), 
The Netherlands (has announced that Design-Build will be used extensively 
by 2007), and Finland are utilizing the Design-Build (DB) model. In England 
Design-Build is the standard practice for new projects and then the PPP mod- 
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ei through the Private Finance lnitiative (PF1). Engiand is the oniy country in 
this study that does not use the traditionai model and uses either Design-
Buiid or variations of DB. Aiso, Ireland (not inciuded in study) has joined Eng-
iand, and does not utiiize the traditionai model (DBB) anymore. in Finland, 
Design-Buiid is the model of choice, and basically ali medium and large sized 
projects wili be Design-Buiid, and small projects (typicaiiy under 2 million) 
wili depend upon a thorough examination and what projects are practicai for 
Design-Buiid. Ali modeis are being tested according to Finnras "Procurement 
Strategy" Finnra (2003). Design-Build project deiivery model has been used 
for road projects since the 1990s and has been expanding steadily in many 
countries and throughout the world despite the somewhat siow acceptance 
and impiementation. As mentioned, The Netherlands has recently announced 
that the 90% of projects beginning in the year 2007 wili be compieted using 
the Design-Build model in Rijkswaterstaat (2004). The Design-Build results 
will be discussed further in Section 2.2.2. 

Only Finland has compieted any road projects using the Design-Build-Oper-
ate-Maintain (DBOM) modei. This project is the extension of the reiativeiy 
recently compieted PPP motorway project (1989) called the E-75 Jarvenpaa-
Lahti motorway. This new DBOM project extends the motorway to Heinola and 
is caiied Lahti-Heinola project. This project was completed on November 14, 
2005. Massachusetts Highways in the USA was planning to use the DBOM 
or the DBFO model for the Route 3 project, but the actuai tendering process 
was a Design-Build method that inciuded finance, with a possibility of a main-
tenance option that was left to the discretion of the client (this is not a pure 
DBOM model). Refer to Section 2.2.3 for further details of the DBOM model. 

it is interesting to note that the Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) or PPP 
model seems to be progressing forward as compared to the similar study 
by Pakkala (2002). More and more countries have tested and tried the PPP 
model and many other countries have been interested in this model. One of 
the main reasons for the increase in popularity and acceptance of the PPP 
model has been the lack of pubiic funding for new projects. Also, some coun-
tries are testing the efficiency of the PPP model to determine the performance 
against traditional and Design-Buiid modeis. The PPP model and resuits are 
discussed in further detail in Section 2.2.4. 

There are other project delivery methods that might be considered as PPPs, 
such as BOT, BTO, BOOT and ali their variations. However, these are very 
rare as there have been only three projects in ali the countries included in this 
study. They are aimost a form of privatization, which tends to carry a negative 
connotation and is not detailed in this study. The projects that had used these 
models for roads are the Toronto 407 ETR (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 
- actualiy an auction type), the Melbourne City Link in Victoria, Austraiia, and 
the Dulles toil road in the US state of Virginia. One of the remarks was that 
these privatization models are being pianned to introduce tolis or road user 
charging systems. 

Some of the Anglo-Saxon countries like Austraiia & New Zealand are using 
the new "Alliance model" for road projects. The Alliance model is quite in-
teresting and a new model that requires much understanding and substantial 
investigation to determine the value of such a process for any project. There 
are some issues that need to be considered and these projects should be 
selected in their eariy stages before too much design/pianning has been com-
pieted. More details about the aiiiance model can be found in Section 2.2.5. 
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Table 2 Summary of International Results - Project Delivery Methods 
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2.2.1 TRADITIONAL MODEL - DBB 

Some clients and contractors are satisfied with the traditional delivery model 
while other clients mention certain problem areas and issues for concern. Stili 
other clients prefer the innovative or alternative project delivery methods, due 
to the more demanding needs in today's road building projects, traffic man-
agement concerns, and the appropriate risk transfer. 

Table 3 lists some of the benefits and disadvantages of the DBB model that 
were obtained mainly from the private meetings and from many previously 
published resources. This should not be considered an exhaustive list, and 
highlights the main issues. 

Based upon the number of projects, DBB is stili the main method used by 
most countries and the "Unit Price" is the main contract type used, except for 
Finland. Finland uses the "Lump Sum" contract for DBB projects, which is also 
preferred by many contractors interviewed in this study. The "Lump Sum" ele-
ment appears to provide a potential incentive and opportunity to use innova-
tions that can lead to potential profits. There is less debate to verify quantities 
and potential quarrels than unit price contracts and there is also potential free-
dom and fiexibility for the contractors to shift payment categories/attributes to 
meet the total lump sum payment. 

METHOD 
	

BENEFITS 	 DISADVANTAGES 

D-B-B 	 • Lorig Proven History of Acceptance 

(Traditional 	• Open Competition - Large Market 

Model) 	 • Distinct Roles Are Clear 

• Owner Fiexibility 

• Owner Control 

• Easy to Tender 

• LowTenderingCost 

• Innovatiori Not Optimized 

• Very Prescnptive Specifications 

• Usually Cost Overruns 

• Disputes Between Parties 

• Client Retains Most Risks 

• Incentives for Change Orders 

• Owner Responsible for Design 

Errors & Omissioris 

• Linear & Lengthy Process 

• Lower Profit Margins 

• Contractor Cannot Affect Design 

Source: Pakkala (2002) 
Table 3 DBB Advantages & Disadvantages 

Most countries use the DBB model with the lowest price criteria for selecting 
the winning tender. Finland and Sweden do not use the low bid method, as 
it is important to measure the "Quality Plans" and systems of the contractor, 
which cannot easily be compared in a low bid environment. Both Finland and 
Sweden use contractor led "Quality Control" systems in which the contractor is 
responsible for the "Quality Control - QC" in the supply chain management. 

Typically in the USA, QC by contractors is difficult and most contractors in 
DBB contracts prefer the "Road Authority" to make the QC decisions, as it re-
quires competence and knowledge of Quality Control systems. Typically there 
is very strict inspection done by the "Road Authority" in the USA to monitor the 
quality during the construction process. In some cases the "Road Authority" 
uses professional consultants to assist QC and Quality Assurance (QA) when 
there is a lack of own personnel or when the "Road Authority" has the lack 
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of experts. In Finland, Sweden, and in many Anglo-Saxon countries, most of 
the inspections are done by professional consultants as there is insufficient 
staff and project managers in the "Road Authority" to manage the QA as-
pects. These are usually tendered via normal professional service contracts. 
Sometimes it can be the same professional consultant that participated in the 
design and planning process and is quite beneficial as the knowledge and 
continuity of project is retained. 

Lessons Learned - DBB Model 

Some of the significant lessons learned that were mentioned during the inter-
views and questionnaires are as foliows and in more detail in Appendix A. 

• Lump sum contracts provide potential benefits for contractors 
• Partnering 
• Consider other options like A+B bidding, Lane Rental, & lncentives and 

disincentives 
• Bundling several small projects provides gains and efficiency 
• Good communications, quicker responses to questions & inquiries, and 

better management 

Recommendations - DBB Model 

Suggestions for re-engineering or improving the DBB model are included the 
foliowing, however they have not been fully explained in this report, but were 
uncovered during the interviews and information derived from other recent 
research studies. Appendix B has more details. 

• Lump sum contracts 
• Partnering type concepts 
• Financial rewards and penalties 
• QC by Contractors 
• Not Low-Bid selection criteria (includes other type measures aligned with 

project objectives) 
• Ability to accept Alternative Technical Concepts (ATC) at tender stage 
• lnclude LCC if possible (some do after tender award) 
• Utilizing advanced project management information systems & ICT tools 

2.2.2 DESIGN-BUILD - 

rhe tJesign-Build (EDB) 
model for many countries. In some of the more pioneering countries the DB 
model has been used for over 7-10 years and for some countries it is becon 
ing the preferred model of choice for most medium and large sized project 
In England and Ireland (not in study) DB is the now the traditional process as 
DBB is not utilized. Even Estonia is now planning to develop and use the DB 
model in a pilot project. Recently Rijkswaterstaat (The Ministry of Transport, 
Public Works and Water Management - The Netherlands) has announced in 
that DB will be about 90% of project delivery modeis by the year 2007. In Fin-
land DB is the model of choice and savings in the order of 10% has been re-
ported. Most agencies have indicated that the use of Design-Build model will 
increase. Also, some refer to Design-Build as the Design & Construct method, 
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which is synonymous. In this report the Design-Build terminology will be used 
throughout the text. 

Also, there have been numerous research studies on the topic and these have 
come to the conclusion that Design-Build is a viable and acceptable model to 
use for road projects. Design-Build is especially applicable: 

• for time critical projects 
• usually within allocated budget 
• to increase the potential for innovation 
• to optimize the constructability 

One recommendation in Hughes (2006) indicates that early involvement by 
the contractor is required in order for the project to be effectively integrated. 
The objective of Design-Build is to bring the contractor earlier into the proc-
ess, and the Alliance model brings the contractor into the planning process 
at the earliest possible stages of any give project. Koppinen & Landenpera 
(2004) show that Design-Build has an "economic efficiency" much greater 
than the traditional model and also demonstrates the attributes that can make 
Design-Build even more effective. FHWA & US DOT (2006) summarizes the 
results of comparing Design-Build to the DBB (traditional) model and high-
lights the benefits of the Design-Build as reducing the overail duration of the 
project and usually having a positive impact on project costs. In addition, the 
quality is essentially equivalent to DBB and is highly aligned to projects that 
have more performance specifications. Greater satisfaction is noted by hav-
ing lower levels of design development before the tendering process. Warne 
(2005) also concludes that Design-Build is more aligned to reduced time of 
construction, improved cost control, equal or better quality, and overali client 
satisfaction. Also, Carpenter e. a. (2003) recognizes that innovative contract-
ing practices encourage innovation, lower construction duration, reduces cost, 
and have comparable or better quality. However, the DB model should be used 
correctly and as it was originally intended. 

The Design-Build model can also be utilized in the wrong form or abused, and 
basically any model can fail if the model is not understood and applied cor-
rectly. Koppinen & Landenpera (2004) and FHWA & US DOT (2006) include 
many suggestions, considerations, and recommendations for good practices 
for Design-Build. It is important to note that in order to make the Design-Build 
model more effective, the design progression should not be advanced too far 
prior to the tendering phase. This was a significant comment from many coun-
tries using the DB method. 

Also there have been many cases of Design-Build for small projects and sev-
eral clients have received significant benefits from these projects. However, 
there should be lighter restrictions and tendering requirements compared to 
the normal Design-Build and it is highly recommended to utilize a so-called 
"Iight version" for this process. In Finland the client has developed a light ver-
sion of Design-Build model for projects typically under 2 million Euros. In reg-
ular DB projects, there is a "Request for Qualifications" (RFQ) and bidders are 
subsequently short-listed to 3-6 competitors before a fuil tender is provided. 
Many countries have been recently short-listing to 3 tenders for medium and 
large sized projects in order to reduce the tendering costs and "false offers". 
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Tabie 4 lists some of the benefits and disadvantages of the Design-Build 
model that were obtained mainiy from the private meetings and from many 
pubiished resources. This should not be considered an exhaustive iist. 

Lessons Learned - DB Modei 

Some of the significant lessons learned that were mentioned during the in-
terviews and questionnaires, and from additional references are noted as foi-
lows: 

• It is important to understand ali aspects, implementation issues, time to 
develop, & re-engineer the Design-Build model according to local prac-
tices. FHWA & US DOT (2006) and Koppinen & Landenpera (2004) are 
resources for understanding Design-Build and model improvements 

• There is a large gap of understanding, expertise, and knowledge with De-
sign-Build modeis amongst the client organization's experts, especiaily at 
the regional level. Even greater differences were noted between the re-
gional offices 

• Develop Performance-based specifications. (Performance-based specifi-
cations have a strong relationship with Design-Build and their other varia-
tions) 

• Limiting the amount of design development before tender (greater advan-
tages with less) 

• Co-iocation of Design-Build team with client (Quicker decisions and ef -
ficiency) 

• Use partnering and teaming concepts 
• Develop systems to measure Alternative Technical Concepts (ATC) 
• Risk matrices and analysis shouid be deveioped and incorporated into DB 

model 
• if possibie, bundling several small DB projects 
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BEN EFITS 

• Reduced Administration 

• Single-Source Responsibility 

• Quality Equal or Better Than D-B-B 

• nnovation Fotential 

• Savings Potential 

• Projects Completed Faster 

• lmproved Risk Management 

• Early Knowledge ot Total Costs 

• Accountability 

• ConstructabUity Optimized 

• Early Partnering Potential & Trust 

Buliding 

• lntegrating Design & Construction 

• More Risks Transferred to the 

Design-Builder 

• Design Refiects Contractor Strengths & 

Ability 

• More Rewards/Profit for Contractors 

• Usually Guaranteed Maximum 

Price (GMP) 

• Contractor Responsible for Design 

Errors & Omissions 

• Contractor has Better Capability to 

Pian & Mariage Project 

• Contractor has More Flexibility and 

Freedom from Strict Client 

ldiosyncrasies 

• Opportunity for Contractor to use 

product development 

DISAOVANTAGES 

• New Method & Unfamiliar With 

Process Lack of know-how 

• Not taking advantage of the DB model 

in limiting Design development to under 

30% (This is where the innovation 

potential is ma,umized) 

• StilI too many technical and 

Prescriptive requirements for model 

effectiveness 

• Client Needs to Make Quicker 

Decisions 

• Initially difficult to develop and change 

the cultural acceptance. (Design 

Professionals resistance) 

• Transformation to DC by the 

Contractor is slow 
• Client learning process - 

especially different practices from 

region to regon. (Many offices have 

differing interpretations and practices 

of DB & misunderstandings continue to 

plague the DB rnodei) 

• Client difficulty in approving alternative 

technica! concepts, - more in DB 
projects 

• Limiting the Competition 

• Higher Tendering Costs 

Updated from Source: Pakkala (2002) 

METHOD 

Design-

BuiId 

Table 4 Design-Bulld Advantages & Disadvantages 

Recommendations - DB Model 

Some improvements to the DB model that have not been fully explained in this 
report, but were uncovered during the interviews and information derived from 
recent research studies include: 

• Maximum design prior to tender < 30% (Huge hurdle) 
• Using Quality-based selection criteria (guideline - spread of greater than 

40% is recommended) 
• Develop performance-based specifications as a deliberate process 
• Use 	i teaming & partnering concepts 
• Consider reward sharing practices within the DB contractor's team 
• Allow and accept Alternative Technical Concepts (ATC) at tender stage 
• Co-location of Design-Build team with client 
• Utilizing advanced project management information systems & ICT tools 
• Risks allocation matrix at tendering stage 
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2.2.3 DESIGN-BUILD-OPERATE MAINTAIN - DBOM 

In Finland the Design-Build-Operate-Maintain (DBOM) and Design-Build-Fi 
nance-Operate (DBFO) modeis are termed as "Life-Cycle Modeis" due to tb 
closer relationship in obtaining "Life Cycle Costs (LCC)" provided the duratic: 
is significantly longer. The main difference is that the DBOM is using public 
or direct funding and the DBFO model includes private funding from various 
sources. Of the countries/provinces/states included in this study, only Finland 
has used the DBOM model and this project was completed in November 2005 
(Lahti-Heinola project). This project is for 27 kilometers and is a motorway 
standard, which now completes a fuli motorway section from Helsinki to Hei-
nola. The agreement includes maintenance and any operations up until the 
year 2012. DBOM model is part of the strategy of the Finnish Road Adminis-
tration (Finnra 2003) to evaluate ali main forms of project delivery models and 
test the results for overail evaluation. The Lahti-Heinola project was estimated 
to save approximately 15% compared to the traditional model - DBB. 

Since there is no robust data available on this model for road projects, it is dif-
ficult to make any conclusions other than those from the Lahti-Heinola project 
in Finland. However, there have been considerable comments by the con-
tracting professionais (in this study), stating that the contractors would sig-
nificantly include better quality practices as they would aiso be responsible 
for the maintenance aspects. Some contractors said that they would consider 
more whole life costs and even add more quality into the project to make sure 
that the maintenance costs would be optimized. This is a significant comment 
which makes practical logic and is worth mentioning. Koppinen & Landenpera 
(2004) includes the DBOM model as having better economic efficiency com-
pared with the Design-Build model and even significantly better against the 
DBB model. Also Table 5 shows the advantages and disadvantages the of the 
DBOM model. There are so few DBOM road projects to evaluate that is not 
practically possible to determine results without further research. More study 
and research on this model is needed with actual project results. 

Method 	 ADVANTAGES 	 DISADVANTAGES 

DBOM 	• Integrates the Process of Design, Construction, 	• Longer Tendering Process than 

and Maintenance 	 DB 

• One Contract for Alt Services and Products 	• Costlier Tendering than DI. 

• Maintenance & Any Operations Aspects Can Be 	• Similar Disadvantages As 

Considered During Design 	 Earlier Mentoried in DB 

• Better Quality (via interviews) 

• Better Life Cycle Costs 
• Similar Benefits Earlier Mentioned in DB 

Updated trom Source: Pakkala (2002) 

Table 5 DBOM Advantages & Disadvanfages 
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2.2.4 DBFO & PPP 

Many refer to Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) model as the Public-
Private Partnerships (PPP), but there are many definitions, forms, and varia-
tions of Public-Private Partnerships. However, in this report, PPP will be used 
synonymously as the Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) model (Finland 
uses the term "Life-Cycle Made!"). The following definition is the first author's 
preference as it stipulates an arrangement that brings together the "Public 
Sector" and "Private Sector" in a long-term relationship or partnership, for 
the mutual benefit of both parties, with the "emphasis on Iong-term and ben-
efiting both parties". 

Many countries around the world are striving to answer the challenges in con-
structing and maintaining the transport infrastructure, which are important for 
the development of society The recent trend in the lack of funding for capi-
taI investment projects has been a common probiem for many road authori-
ties. Most road authorities are lacking a road fund or earmarked funds and 
are dependent upon the typical year to year budget fluctuations and approval 
processes for new capital investment projects. Also for those countries that 
focus on "Preventative Maintenance" and outsourcing of maintenance for the 
entire or nearly entire road network, there are insufficient funds for develop-
ment projects and meeting the needs of road expansion or widening. This is 
especially true for construction of large road projects and PPP is attracting 
the attention ot many road authorities and from many countries not included 
in this study. More countries are now using the PPP model and Table 6 shows 
the PPP projects that have been completed or underway in the selected coun-
tries. 

NUM.I..C.F.PPP 	BOT 	COMMENTS PROJECTS 
2 	

2 more pian ned 

4 

ETR- 407 Project - Auction 
1 	

(PPP under discussion) 

3 

2 

3 more pIan ned 

M25 DBFO London Ring Road 
in Tendering 
Dulles Greenway Project 
(PPP Under Discussion) 
Another BOT - East Link 
project under investigation 

COUNTRY 

ALBERTA 
CANADA 
B.C. 

CANADA 
Ontario 
canada 

NORWAY 

FINLAND 

HOLLAND 

ENGLAND 

VDOT - USA 

Victoria 
Australia 

5 

12 

1 

1 

Table 6 PPP Road Projects by Country 

PPP projects vary with each Country and England has tendered more PPP 
road projects that any other Country. England has used the PPP model for 
over 600 different types of projects with successes as well as problematic 
experiences. However, the road projects have been quite successful and a 
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report by Natiorial Audit Office (1998) summarizes the results of road projects 
as quite good in terms of "Value for Money". 

Often the argument is raised that in some countries where the credit-worthi-
ness of the state is very high (for instance, Finland which has a tripie A rat-
ing), interest rates for the Ministry of Finance for ioans at the capitai market 
are lower than for private construction firms or consortiums. This argument is 
flawed to the extent that the state can be a reliabie lender since it aiwiv: 
the opportunity to pass on risks and higher costs to the tax-payer. 

Despite the successes in one country, it does not necessariiy mean that PPP 
can be successfuiiy impiemented in ali countries. Engiand has ied the way and 
other countries like Aiberta and British Columbia - Canada, Finland, Holiand, 
Norway and Virginia DOT (BOT) have reported good resuits for road infra-
structure type projects. However, each country has differing cuiturai reference 
points and each country needs to decide whether the PPP model is appropri-
ate for projects in their country. 

A feasibility research study on PPP would certainiy assist a great deai. it wouid 
be a very wise decision to thoroughiy evaluate and conscientiously study ali 
aspects of the PPP model for any proposed projects. There are so many dy-
namics invoived and securing a project over a iong-term period requires much 
research, wisdom, and a huge learning process for the client as weli as the 
service providers. 

It is very important to understand the concept of Design-Buiid which is the root 
of PPP PPP basicaiiy means design, construction, maintenance, any opera-
tions, and private financing for a iong duration, which typicaiiy is for about 30 
years. if Design-Build has not been practiced or utiiized in a country, it is very 
difficuit to move from the traditionai process straight into PPP in other words, 
it is strongiy recommended that one has some knowiedge and experience of 
the Design-Buiid modei and was doing it correctiy, before proceeding to the 
PPP model. This may have a significant effect on whether PPP wili produce 
the highiy publicized benefits that have been reported in many pubiications. 
it is possibie to move directiy from the traditionai model into PPP and some 
countries have done this, but the results wiil not be as beneficiai had the ies-
Sons iearned from Design-Buiid been implemented in the past. 

The iiiustration in Figure 2 shows the project deiivery methods typicaiiy used 
for road projects and aiso shows the stages of progression from one modei 
to another. Usually, it requireS some form of deveiopment, research, studies, 
experience and etc. before moving to the next progressive model. it is ea 
to visually see and understand from this figure that it is quite difficuit to mo 
directly from the traditionai modei directiy to the DBFO model. The experien 
of testing and impiementation of any modeis in between can be considere: 
as a learning process. This wili heip aiieviate any possible difficulties and iack 
of experience when the DBFO modei is attempted. Any vaivable experiencE 
learned from those modeis wiil make adaptation quicker and more benefiota: 

Additionaiiy, it is very difficuit to describe the maintenance reiated require-
ments portion of a DBOM or a PPP contract, if one has never outsourced 
maintenance in the past or had any experience in specifying contracts for 
maintenance. in practice it is difficuit to determine maintenance outcome type 
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criteria, service leveis, risks and many additional aspects if they have never 
been done in the past or scoped in any contracts. R is much easier to use 
existing maintenance contracts and translate the maintenance requirements 
into a PPP agreement (about 20-30 years), when one has acquired experi-
ence in outsourcing maintenance and realized the iessons iearned and best 
practices. 

Since PPP involves private finance there are many aspects of private finance 
that need to be considered before undertaking such a progression forward. 
For exampie there needs to be legal verification that private finance can be 
used. For exampie, in the USA the Federai Highway Administration (FHWA) 
adopted SEP-1 5, to provide more fiexibility to the states to have eariy invoive-
ment of the private sector in projects likely to use PPP's. Aiso, other countries 
may require some type of iegai approvai or authorization for private finance. 

DBFO 

DBOM 

Plus Long-Term 

Design-Build 
Maintenanc e & 

?ntegrated 
Upkeep 

Design & 
Traditional 	Construction 

Design-Bid-Build 

Life Cycle Consideration Life Cycle Responsib 

Source: Finnra (2003) 
Figure 2 Project Delivery Pro gression 

Payment Mechanism 

Since the payment mechanism is an essential part of the private finance com-
ponent, it is necessary to discuss this point. Since private finance is invoived, 
this means that ioans wiil be required from the private sector as well as large 
infrastructure banks, or possibiy the European investment Bank (E1B). Since 
the payment mechanism is the main form to capture ali expenses, overheads, 
Return on investment (ROi), and profits, it shouid be designed to favor the 
ieast amount of risks so that the most favored interest rate can be obtained. 
it shouid aiso be understood that these financiai sources do not accept many 
risks. The risks within a project aiso determine what financiai rating wiii be 
appiied to a project. This leads to the next issue of determining what types 
of risks are associated with the payment mechanism used and if they are as-
sociated with market risks or non-market risks. The concessionaire or "DBFO 
Compan' that wins the contract award needs to obtain private financing from 
the private sector, other consortium partners, and borrowing money from fi-
nanciai institutions. Even a small fraction of a percentage rate has a significant 
impact on the Vaiue for Money (VfM) or costs over the iife of the concession. 
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The main types of payment mechanism are as foliows: 

• Availability Payments 
• Shadow Tolis 
• Real Tolis (heavy vehicles or ali vehicles - market risks) 
• Performance based payments (England - Al Darrington-Dishforth PPP 

project) 

Also, the financial ratings in a country can determtne the rates at which the 
borrowing risks are determined by the financial sources. These can have a 
great impact and sometimes can determine who wili provide the best Value 
for Money (VfM) and eventually Iowest Net Present Value (NPV) and eventual 
winner for the PPP project. Thus the financial partners have a large influ-
ence upon the entire project and the optimum payment mechanism should be 
achieved. If toils are used then they are considered as a market-based risk 
and can incur higher interest rates, if the risks to the financial partners can-
not be minimized. Shadow tolls were used quite often during the earlier PPP 
contracts as the risks were capped based upon "the bands" in the shadow tolI 
calculations. Recently the "availability payment mechanism" seems to be the 
favored mechanism as it incurs less risk to the financiers. In other words the 
"Availability Payment Mechanism" has significantly more favorable financial 
impacts as opposed to a tolI road which has some market risks because it is 
difficult to forecast the actual usage and is thus part of the financial impacts 
and affects the overali VfM. This report does not cover the details of each pay -
ment mechanism and generally summarizes the main ones. 

Therefore it is important to consider choosing market type risks versus non-
market type risks and how they affect the VfM of a project. On the other hand 
is it important to find a funding stream to pay back for the investment and 
some form of tolI for roads seems to be one of the options for reimburse-
ment. Fortunately, there are financial advisors to assist the client to determine 
the best situation for that country's project as most road authorities have not 
needed this expertise as funding has typically come from the governmental 
allocation system. 

One strong criticism that has been raised by many contractors is that it is a 
difficult development process to find strong financial packages. Many medium 
and even some larger contractors cannot qualify for the best financial pack-
ages while often very large/giobal contractors find the best financial rates. 
However, these smaller contractors are able to become sub-contractors to 
the winning contractor if desired, but this is not the preferred choice by most 
contractors. 

Figure 3 from Miller & Lessard (2000) displays the different types of risks that 
can be encountered in large construction projects. This figure shows that the 
greatest risks to be encountered are those from market based risks. These 
should be optimized in orderto receive the best possible payment mechanisms 
so that VfM can be achieved. It is interesting to note that the next highest risk 
is financiai. The main point is to reduce or minimize the greatest potential risks 
in order to achieve the overall best for any project. It is wise to consider the 
greatest risks first, and the lesson to be learned is that market and financial 
are more important than technical and construction risks. One simple choice 
could be to reduce market based risks altogether, and choose the availability 
payment mechanism. 
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Completion risks Market-related risks 	Institutional risks 

Market 

- 

15% 1 Technical 
> 	1 

1 
1jstruction 

0• 	 i 

10%I 
Operational 

1 ____ 

5%I 

ReguIatoi 

Soelal accptabiIity 

Soverei9n 

SuppIy 

0% 

Source Miller & Lessard (2000) 
Figure 3 Market Based Risks 

As an exampie of the availability payment mechanism, Figure 4 compares a 
traditional payment scheme to the availability payment for the recently ten-
dered E-18 PPP project in Finland. The figure attempts to show the difference 
between the payments in a traditional project versus that from a typical PPP 
project. in a traditional project, the client or government would be responsible 
for the capital costs of the project during the construction phase, plus ali main-
tenance costs throughout the life of the project. This can be seen by large 
vertical bars on the left side of the figure (year 2005 to 2009) which represents 
the capital payments. The smaller vertical bars (shown by the traditional pay-
ments arrows - years 2010 to 2030) showing the maintenance costs required 
for each year of operation. 

On the other hand the PPP payment begins after the project is completely 
constructed and approved. Then the payments start and remain relatively 
horizontal across the contract duration depending upon the quality of service 
and availability (shown by the PPP payment text around the 35 level) of the 
road to public use. The PPP payments begin form the year 2009 (proposed 
completion date) through to 2029, when the contract period ends and the road 
project is completely returned to the client. 
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E18 Muurla-Lohja 

Iii 
:: ilii 

Construction 	— Main. & Upkeep 	- Payment Schedule 
40 

30 PPP Payment (Availahility & Qualiy oFServiccLeel) 

0 1 • 	. 	• .1 	,• .1 ,i .1 .1 	 1 	• .1 	ii 

Traditional Payrnents 

Source: Finnra (2003) 

Figure 4 Finland E- 18 Availability Payment Mechanism 

Some countries have established or created a PPP team within the client or 
road authority organization. England has implemented many PPP projects 
that have justified the need for the creation of a PPP team to carry out the due 
diligence from the early planning phases throughout project completion. The 
benefit of having a PPP team is the continuity and competence does not have 
to be recreated if the project is in another jurisdiction or region. PPP projects 
require different skills and expertise, so that a PPP team within the road au-
thority would be beneficial as the tendering aspects require a different level of 
expertise. This also helps retain a knowledge center within the organization 
when another PPP is proposed. If only one or two projects are being devel-
oped then a PPP team probably will not be necessary. 

England has also developed sophisticated and modern practices in their PPP 
management of contracts. One organization called Partnerships UK establish-
es the feasibility and business cases and they also have a "Gateway Review 
Process". These are very advanced stages and features and are mainly used 
in the UK as they have developed a formal process. These are not needed 
by most countries until a significant amount of PPP projects, but demonstrate 
that a commitment or scheme similar to the Private Finance Initiative could be 
worthy. 

Despite the many issues and complications involved in PPP projects, a report 
by Koppinen & Landenpera (2004) shows that the economic efficiency of PPP 
projects are better as compared to DBB and DB models. Hughes e. a. (2006) 
also indicates that partnering and collaboration in PPP can be viable despite 
the increased tendering cots associated with private financed projects. "Value 
for Money" (VfM) will probably be the ultimate test of the PPP project delivery 
method. PPP can be successful if used wisely, and will probably account for 
a minor portion of the project delivery methods used for road projects. There 
is also a limit to the amount of PPP projects that can be sustained from the 
finance ministry or treasury departments. 
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Drivers for PPP 

It is important to understand some of the drivers for PPP projects and why 
this is attracting attention globally. As mentioned earlier and probably the most 
common reason is the lack of public funding for road projects. Even though 
this was not the intent of the PPP model, nevertheless it has been one of the 
key drivers. 

Originally the PPP model was developed in the late 1 700s when there were 
few roads, rail transport was developing, and harbors and ports were being 
constructed. The PPP model was designed to increase the pace of infra-
structure delivery via private financing as well as public financing. That is the 
beauty of this model and was intended to quickly develop the infrastructure. 
A systematic application of public and private investment could build the in-
frastructure at a rapid pace to achieve economic viability. Today's situation 15 
quite different and expansion to meet the urban congestion is an important 
part for using the PPP model. 

The efficiency of the PPP model is another reason why many countries are 
trying to use it. This efficiency can be understood in several ways. First the ef-
ficiency should result in "Value for Money" (VfM) and also to complete projects 
faster than traditional methods. In addition, there should be the incentive to 
utilize innovations and better quality (more durability) by seeking after whole 
life solutions or "Life Cycle Cosl" (LCC). These hopefully will be the achieve-
ments from successful PPP projects. 

Off-balance sheet (not considered as a public debt) were previously consid-
ered as a driver or incentive to use PPR  but the new European Union (EU) 
rules have changed and has a new definition of what is considered off bal-
ance sheet. This is not a significant driver anymore, but was mostly that in the 
past. 

Another driver was to pass through risks from the public sector to the private 
sector, because it was the government and eventually the tax payers who took 
the risks in traditional projects. The old saying about risk is allocating them to 
the party that is best able to influence and manage risks. In PPP projects risks 
are an essential part of the process and include passing construction, design, 
and financial risks to the service provider. As one is more experienced in risks, 
then it becomes an issue to optimize the risk transfer, because one could pay 
too much for risks that never occur. Many have developed sophisticated risk 
analyses and matrixes for the PPP model, which can assist in determining 
VfM and the tradeoff between certain risks. This also can be accomplished 
with the assistance of experts dealing with these risks and by the financial 
advisors to the client. 

One issue that is not so apparent is the fact that PPP will not disrupt other 
projects in client's portfolio package of normal budgetary allocations. So this 
means that the other capital investment projects through the traditional budg-
etary process will not be affected as this is typically a separate line item in the 
budget calculations. 

Another small issue 15 that it helps create a national learning process of PPP 
and assists the promotion of international competitiveness, whether it is for 
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consultants or the construction sector. This is demonstrated by the presence 
of many consultants, legal advisors, financial advisors, and other types of 
consultants that are coming from Engiand and elsewhere in Europe. Even 
some financial lenders from Australia are entering the market as Iocation is 
not the determining factor when dealing with private finance. 

Differences in PPP Contracts 

PPP projects are very different from traditional and DB methods. Since pri-
vate finance is involved it is very important to develop a business case for the 
project and make sure that it is viable and what some calI "bankable'. Tradi-
tional projects had to be politically attractive and approved, but PPP projects 
need to be financially attractive. 

Other developments that differ from non PPP projects inciude the foliowing: 

• Develop some form of a comparison such as a Public Sector Comparator 
(PSC). There needs to be some form of comparison that PPP projects are 
better than traditional methods. This can be in the form of a simple com-
parison or one that requires a formal PSC 

• Begin to transform existing technical specifications into "Performance 
Specification" & "Outcome Based Criteria". It is an essential part of the 
PPP model and can be basis of potential innovations 

• Also approving Alternative Technical Concepts (ATCs) should be a formal 
practice in order to approve new and untested soiutions 

• A "Payment Mechanism" should be developed and one that reduced risks 
and costs 

• Developing a risk matrix for technical, financial, and project risks 
• Hiring financial, legal, and technicai experts 
• Determining the road condition after contract expires or a "hand-back 

clause". This is important to define the technical conditions and quality 
standards that the road characteristics wiU be returned back to the road 
authority. It is recommended that some financial fund be escrowed to ac-
count for any lacking quality during the last five years of the contract. This 
might be considered a guarantee that the project would be returned in good 
order or the escrow fund pays for needed corrections 

Key Choices & Issues in PPP Contracts 

There are many other considerations, choices, key issues, and aspects that 
should be understood before undertaking PPP projects. Several of these are 
summaries and highlighted in the foliowing and in more detail in the lessons 
Iearned section in Appendix A. The foliowing are some of the main choices 
available once the decision has been made to go forward with a PPP project. 

Toil roads are market based risks 
• Market risk payment mechanisn 
• Real tolis collected - ali vehicles 
• Heavy vehicle tolis 
• Performance-based and /or c 
Non-market based risk projects 
• Availability 
• Shadow tolls 
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• Series of projects - or just one? (how to attract "international players") 
• Any stipends to non-winners (helps reduce tendering costs) 
• "Open Book' (for Life Cycle Cost) 
• How tenders are awarded - (lowest NPV or best value or other) 
• Having a "PPP team" or ad-hoc staif 
• How the evaluation of "Alternative Technical Concepts" (ATCs) will be 

managed 

Lessons Learned - PPP Model 

From the information mentioned earlier, the significant Iessons learned are as 
foliows and are categorized according to the different actors involved. These 
are highlighted as: 

Overall Ministry & Society 

• There may be legal issues preventing private finance and may need Iaw 
changes or government approval 

• Need a good "Public Sector Comparator" (Benchmarking capability) 
• In PPP - consider series of PPP projects and not just one - costs of enter-

ing market is high 
• Selecting a good measurable, objective "Payment Mechanism" (Transpar-

ent) 
• lnfluence of project size - recommendation of over 80 million Euros 

Road Authority 

• Risks from both a legal, financial and design & construction perspective 
• Adding as much as possible "Performance Specifications" & "Outcome-

Based Criteria" 
• Enticing international competition & ability to find/network with reliable na-

tional partners 
• Consider the use of stipends to offset the large tendering costs 
• Monitoring & measuring acceptance during the "Delivery Phase" (construc-

tion portion) 
• Appropriate "Hand-Back Clause" (what is the condition of the asset when 

returned back to the authority) 
• If you have not outsourced maintenance activities via maintenance con-

tracts, it will be difficult to include alI the detailed aspects of maintenance 
into the PPP contract 

Private Sector Contractors & Others 
• Ability to get competitively priced private finance 
• Lack of understanding of DBFO delivery model 

Recommendations - PPP Model 

Suggestions for the PPP model is included in the following, however they have 
not been fully explained in this report, but were uncovered during the inter-
views and from other recent research studies. 

• Having a legal framework for private finance (don't assume it aiready ex-
ists) 
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• Understanding ali the issues, consequences, pitfalls, and important as-
pects of PPP model. (May have to prepare a feasibility study on PPP for 
your iocai practices) 

• Understand private finance and iegai/banking/financiai requirements and 
consequences. (may need to hire financial professionals) 

• Having approvai at high governmental leveis - Ministry of Finance 
• Having a benchmark comparison - some form of Public Sector Comparator 

(PSC) 
• Developing a business case for projects 
• Thorough understanding of risks and ris 

pare a research study on risks and categorized according to ali main mod-
eis) 

• Understanding different payment mechanisms & which ones provide better 
value 

• Assigning a client PPP team that is continuousiy invoived in ali aspects o 
PPP projects 

• Determine project size for PPP - typicaliy general guideiine has been grea! 
er than €80 million 

• Developing performance specifications as a continuous process 
• Accepting Alternative Technicai Concepts (ATC) 	rLLmerou 	PPP 

projects 
• Eariy contractor invoivement by minimizing design prior o tend€o 

(huge hurdle) 
• Make Jong-term private finance contract that i flexihle 

• Short Listing to 3 potential candidater 

2.2.5 ALLIANCE MODEL 

As mentioned eariier, a recent newer modei has been identified as the «Alli-
ance Modet', which has been utilized for road projects. This model has been 
used in Victoria and Western Austraiia, New Zeaiand, and England. In Eng-
iand it has been termed as the "Eariy Contractor Involvement (EC1)" and to 
the best knowledge it is quite simiiar to the Alliance modei. It is quite difficult 
to define the Aiiiancing Model in brief, and it might be easier to understand 
"Ailiancing" by describing the features of this modei. in the Alliance Model the 
selection of the winning aiiiance in the tendering process is based upon the 
aiiiance team that is best capable to bring a project to compietion. in oth 
words the alliance team is selected by 100% "Quaiity Criteria". The winni 
alliance will be abie to bring the remaining portion of the client's design/pian-
ning process and develop it untii a "Target Price" can be determined for the 
project construction. This means that the winning aiiiance has the obiigation to 
complete a project from the very eariy design/planning phases right to project 
completion, and is paid ali costs (inciuding profit & overhead) up to the "Target 
Price" for construction. Depending upon the performance against the con-
struction "Target Price" estimates, there can be a maximum of 15% shared 
bonus or shared penalty by the "Aiiiance Partners". Also, there is potential 
to receive a so calied "extra bonus" for exceeding the "Key Resuit Areas or 
lndicators" (game-breaking performance), that are agreed to by the aliiance. 
The client is also a member of the alliance team. Figure 5 shows the Northern 
Gateway Aiiiance organizationai structure. 
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in Ross (2003) the Alliance model is a form of cooperative contracting model 
that contains most of the foliowing features. 

• Twa or more parties (usually clientlowner, designer, contractor, possibly a 
key professional consultant - environmental, and maybe a strategic suppii-
er) that are confined in a single agreement and are known as an "Alliance 
Partners" 

• The performance targets are collectively agreed upon versus individual de-
cisi°ns 

• Payment to the non-client/owner participants by: 
• 100% of ali work including project overheads 
• A fixed Iump sum to account for overheads and profits 
• Equitable sharing of "Pain & Gain" as compared to the agreed Target 

Price" 
• Express commitment to resolve issues without litigation - cannot sue (ex-

cept for willful defauit) 
• Transactions by ali parties are "Open Book" 
• Governed by an Aliiance Board and ali decisions must be unanimous 
• Managed by an "lntegrated Project Management Team chosen on basis 

of "best for project!' 
• Agree to commit to agreed set of Ailiance Principles" 

Attributes 
• SngIe team 

• Co-Iocated office 

• On secondment 

• VrtuaI organisation 

• Position based on 

meni fbi aftiliation 

• No man morking 

• Focused on project 

objectives 

• Improved Ieadership 

and communiCation 

Fast decision making 

Source: Northern Gateway Alliance 

Source: Northern Gateway Alliance (2006) 
Figure 5 Northern Gateway Alliance Structure 

Typicaiiy this "Aliiance Model" is chosen very eariy in the planning process 
and preferabiy tendered as soon after any feasibility study is completed, in 
order to utilize the competence, leadership skilis, innovations, and probiem 
resolution skilis of the aliiance team to maximize the benefits of "Value En-
gineering". The Aliiance model can aimost be considered as a 'ieadership 
model" as it requires the superior peopie and leadership skills at many leveis 
within the ailiance. Some of the drivers and reasons why an ailiance might be 
used are listed as follows: 

• Complex projects and interfaces 
• Scope changes can be collaboratively managed 
• Potential to lower overail costs - via efficiency, collaboration, & innovations 
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• Planning and project construction can be significantly reduced 
• Desire to achieve outstanding results 
• Superior probiem resolution due to collaborative structure 
• Usually better quality 
• More aligned to public values 
• Better risk management - collectively managed 
• Additional focus on Life Cycle Costs ([CC) 
• Motivation for best practices and results 

Koppinen & Landenpera (2004) reveal some ot the benefits and disadvan-
tages of the "Alliance Model'. Table 7 highlights these benefits and disadvan-
tages. 

METHOD 

AIliance 

BENEFITS 

• Belter risk sharing 

• Lower bidding costs 

• Clear identification of service 

requirements 

• Whole-Iife focus leading lo a better 

quality product 

• Better value for money through better 

customer focus 

• Enhanced efficiency and innovations 

• Client has more control over the project 

delivery 

• High fiexibility 

• No claims 

• Earlier and accelerated delivery 

• Industry development 

• Cost-certairtty 

• Time-certainty 

• Better probiem resolution 

• Higher trust between partners 

DISAOVANTAGES 

• Difficult 10 determine Ihat pricing is 

competitive 

• Lack of suitable skills in governmerit 

agencies & leadership qualifications 

• Resistance 10 change 

• Uncertainty of process & model 

• Dealing with Environmental Approval 

• Client roles are mixed - potential 

decrease in transparency toward the 

public (authors addition to Iist) 

Source: Koppinen & Landenpera (2004) 
Table 7 A/Iiance Model Pros & Cons 

There are bonuses or potential for incentives providing that there is some type 
of breakthrough innovations, exceeding key performance requirements set 
out by the alliance, or meeting some extra special targets within the project. 
Some of these attributes that bring forth this so catled break-through perform-
ance are highlighted in Figure 6. 
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• Early team formation and 
contract Agreem ent 

• Clearly defined project scope 

Appropriate risk allocation 

• Integrated team & 
peer reviews 

• Target setting and 
team workshops 

• Management wider project 
objectives 

1 

--4 	Break- 
> through 

— 	Performance 

Source: Northern Gateway Alliance 

Source: Northern Gateway Alliance 
Figure 6 Break-Through Performance 

One essential aspect of the model is the "Target Price" portion. The Alliance 
Team brings forth the project scope, design, and planning issues until a target 
price can be determined. Once the target price is verified by external experts 
and agreed to by the afliance team, the construction portion begins to occur 
and progresses until project completion. Once the project is completed, the 
target price is verified against the actual invoices (Target Outturn Costs - TOC) 
for the construction portion. The so-called "pain & gain" is now determined 
to verify the performance of the agreement against the target price. Figure 7 
shows how this is determined and how the basic calculations are performed. 

Target Outturn Costs (TOC) in $ 

ic0nt 

	

$ Gnhr 	 AIII,,c 

(100 

	

BrnIne:AU::I 	 T 
Addaooe! 

t,, CI(ot 
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Finel ProJ,ct 
c•t 	 cont 

Source: Northem Gateway Alliance 

Source: Northern Gateway Alliance 
Figure 7 Ram & Gain Determination 
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The extra value that the "Alliance Model" is expected to deliver can be consid-
ered as foliows: 

• Exceptionai quatv 
• Smooth delivery prcs;ess 
• Better environmental considerations 
• Super fast delivery (Planning process time savings is major portion) 
• Superior probiem resolution 
• Equitable cost/profit sharing 
• Greater innovation potential 
• Optimized value engineering 

Results from the interviews have indicated favorable quality, better environ-
mental solutions, on-time completion, and costs higher than traditional mod-
eis (does not take into consideration the potential savings of the clients own 
planning associated expenses). However, many ot these projects are on-go-
ing and not enough data exists to make any conclusions about the "Alliance 
Model". 

Lessons to be Learned - Alliance Model 

It is difficult to determine the lessons learned based upon so few results and 
lack of any official reports for the alliance model. Some lessons Iearned from 
the interviews and comments from those involved in these types of projects 
are as foliows: 

• A new spirit of team work" (seeking the best for the project instead of per-
sonal or organization gain. The relatively new "Alliance Model" is designed 
from this spirit - and is called the "Leadership Model") 

• Co-location of the project partners is essential in the Alliance model 
• Is the client able to be neutral party and assure quality practices 
• How will the environmental approval processes be managed and re- 

solved? 

Recommendations - Alliance Model 

Some lessons learned from the interviews and comments from those involved 
in alliance type projects are as follows: 

• Alliance model has a potential to be a good practice 
• Need motivated people and those that have Ieadership type qualifications 
• Co-location of the project partners is essential in the Alliance model 
• Model possibly could be tested with thorough preliminary investigation 

(minimum design developed) 

2.3 Professional Services 

Various types of professional services are used for different phases of a 
project, especially during the planning and design development phases, and 
during the Quality Control (QC) and inspection phases. ln some instances, 
these are performed by the client's own work or staff, while other clients pub-
licly tender for these services. These professional services contracts are ten- 
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dered primarily due to this road reform processes that Iost the capability and 
staff experts, or due to the lack of time and in-house resources. These serv -
ices may be procured separately or as an integrated package. The main serv-
ices needed for road projects are highlighted in the foliowing: 

• Feasibility Studies 
• Pre-Design & Planning 
• General & Specialized Designs 
• Construction-Ready Design (Complete Design) 
• Quality Control & Assurance, lnspection, and Client Advisers 

Figure 8 shows these main processes and phases that could include profes-
sional services contracts. When these services are procured in an integrated 
fashion, there is cohesion in the planning, development, and preliminary de-
sign phases. There is less duplication and redundancy between the phases of 
the project when accomplished under the same professional service providers 
and there is better coordination. 

1 	______, 1 	I 	1 	F 1 r i_ 
REPIAINING &PRE.EWGINEENG CON1RACT 	 - 6 	-' 	- 	IN1tADeos*ls5co,nmr 	__________ 

- 

Figure 8 Pro fessiona/ Services Combinations 

2.3.1 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SUMMARY 

It should be noted that England uses the framework model for selection of 
professional services for a long-term duration. This is quite unique and seems 
to be an 'Anglo Saxon" practice that is designed to save time and tendering 
costs. Framework type contracts in England are not only used for professional 
services (design & planning), but are also used for bridges and resurfacing 
contracts. The main ideas of framework contracts are to reduce the amount 
of time for tendering, select tenders quickly for urgent projects, and reduce 
overail administration time and costs. Essentially the tendering process is to 
short list to about a maximum of 5 service providers that will be given projects 
based upon the skills and cost provisions, at the discretion of the client team. 
Prices are evaluated against so-called "dummy schemes" and there are cri-
teria to measure past experience and competence of work. Those service 
providers are then provided first consideration and these service providers 
are given projects on a rotational type system and on a negotiated type basis. 
In essence this means that once a service provider obtains a work order, then 
the next service provider receives the next assignment, and so on, until aU 
have received an assignment. Then if more projects are needed the rotation 
begins again. 
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Ontario and Aiberta Ministries of Transportation in Canada, have similar con-
cepts, but are quite different than "Framework Contracts". Ontario MOT uses a 
system, which is termed 'Total Project Management" (TPM) in which the van-
ous phases of Figure 8 are procured in a single contract. Aiberta, Canada has 
a similar type concept that is referred in their Project Administration Manual 
(PAM). This concept can be seen as an attempt to be innovative and retain 
the knowledge, learning, competence, and continuity throughout the planning 
and development phases of a project. Also, the Canadian Provinces in this 
study (British Columbia, Ontario and Aiberta) use a "Professional Services" 
rating system which affects the ability to win future contracts for "Professional 
Services" as it is a part of the tendering criteria. 

Also, a few countries even require a separate professional services contract 
to complete the final design, when it is a traditional type contract (Design-Bid-
Build). This is becoming more obsolete in the most progressive countries and 
is not a standard practice. 

Table 8 shows some of the practices for professional service contracts and 
what phases or services are typically outsourced. This tabe shows whether 
design development and engineering are outsourced or done by their own 
design/engineering experts (in-house). Aso, the table shows if there are any 
combinations of these services and if these services are included in a single 
agreement or bundled together. The objective is to determine if professional 
services are procured in an integrated fashion, where there is cohesion and 
continuity throughout the entire design development phase. It is beneficial to 
retain the same professional services organization during design development 
to avoid necessary duplication of efforts and continuity of the process and re-
duce relearning. There would be a potential to reduce errors and omissions 
with the integrated approach. 
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2.4 Contractor Selection Criteria 

The selection criteria for the winning tender is also an important part of the 
public tendering process and can have significant effects on the project. Now 
that the Alliance model has been included in the mix of project delivery meth-
ods, there is a 100% quality etement (other criteria than price) to the selection 
criteria for capital investment projects. Based upon the countries involved in 
the study they range from 100% price to 100% quality and is usually different 
for each type of model chosen and also dependent upon historical and Iocal 
practices. This is demonstrated by the use of Design-Build model in the USA 
tendered via the "Best Value" selection process (US DOTs' in study), which 
means basicatly 50% price and 50% quality, white in Australia the Design-
Buitd model is typicafly tendered at the Iowest price based upon "Net Present 
Value" (NPV). Table 9 shows the typical variations in "Contractor Selection 
Criteria" based upon the delivery model used. 

2.4.1 TYPICAL SELECTION METHODS 

Another desire of this project was to summarize what the percentage of price 
and what percentage of quatity (other parameters) should be used and what 
attributes should be used in the tendering contracts. Since there was not 
enough response and data to develop these figures, they are not included in 
this report. However, here was enough data on maintenance contracts and 
are discussed in the "Maintenance Practices" section of this report. However, 
based upon comments during the interviews there was a overwhelming major-
ity not desiring to use the Iow-bid method. 

QUALITY 

0-30% 

0-50% 

0-30% 

—30% 

B.C. Canada has Included 
Innovations & Quality via an Upset 

Price 

100% 

MODEL 	 PRICE RANGE 

DBB 	 70-100% 

DB 	 50-100% 
Also 100% & Lowest NPV 

CM 	 70-100% 

DBOM 	 —70% 

DBFO 	Typically Lowest Price 

Alliance 	 0% 
(Target Price Afterwards) 

Table 9 Typical Variations in Contractor Selection Criteria 

The selection process always seems to bring debate as to what should be the 
range of price versus other factors, tendering costs, what attributes should be 
measured, and the believers of the "Low Bicf' system. It is very difficult (or im-
possible in some cases) to measure the Quality Control (QC) plans, determine 
the best design solution when using Design-Build, and what innovations are 
proposed when using the Iow bid (Iowest price) method. The Iow bid method 
does not take into account anything but price. Therefore, the Iow bid method 
overlooks the foliowing aspects as well as other things. 
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• Evaluating best design solution proposed 
• lnnovations or Alternative Technicai Concepts (ATC) 
• Project Manager's skiils (extremely important) 
• Environmental considerations 
• Technical skills 
• Traffic management & proposed traffic diversion 
• Supply chain management & skills 
• Allocation of risks 
• Evaluation of Quality Plans" 
• Ability to perform project and proposed solution or methodology 
• Eariy compietion 

There is another aspect of the low bid system that can easily be understood 
in Figure 9. The purpose is not to make extra work for the contracting indus-
try or to change the marketplace, but to find the better forms of teamwork, 
getting quality work (see section 2.5) done right the first time, better inno-
vations, probiem resolution versus probiem escalation attitudes, partnering, 
good leadership practices, accountability, and most importantly a good value 
for the pubiic users and taxpayers (getting Value for Money versus lowest first 
time costs). Also, many clients around the world realize that in order to have 
a competitive and viable contracting industry for the future, the industry must 
now begin to make a reasonable profit margin to retain future marketplace 
survival (beneficial for ali parties & supply chain). Then the issue becomes 
how to measure subjective information objectively. This is a key point and the 
clients could work together with the industry to determine real and excellent 
means to measure these "Quality Criteria" in the selection process. it should 
be fair, measurabte, appropriately weighted for each attribute, transparent, 
and applicable to the local legal requirements. One observation from several 
contractors in the study was that of accountability. Accountability for each or-
ganization's role is important and includes the client being responsible too. 

Most understand that DBB and CM modeis are easy to tender, and the com-
mercial transaction cost are quite low. This may be one reason why the con-
struction industry desires the DBB method as it is easy to bid and easy to 
evaluate as it is the lowest price for a viable submitted tender. It is a simple 
system and quite easy to understand and tender. However, there is not enough 
satisfaction especiaily with clients and Figure 9 also shows some of the is-
sues with the lowest bid method. 
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Source: Finnra (2003) 
Figure 9 Low-Bid Circle of Regret 
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2.4.2 ALTERNATIVE METHODS 

A few countries have developed alternative forms of tender evaluation that 
are not specifically mentioned in this report and these alternative methods 
are shown in Table 10. These practices are not widely used in many countries 
and are mainly practiced in the USA. Some of the main reasons for using the 
foltowing practices are to complete projects faster, address traffic congestion 
problems during construction, seek better quality, and reward better perform-
ance. These have been used for DBB projects in the USA, when approved to 
use alternative methods. These include A+B bidding, incentives & disincen-
tives, lane rental, and warranty contracts. Warranty contracts are simply hav-
ing some form of warranty of a part of the project that will be warranted for a 
given duration. However, these have been more of an exception than a normal 
practice. The details of these methods are depicted in the Table 10 and are 
summarized as foliows. 

• A+B+Quality (Optional) Bidding 
• Lane Rental 
• Warranty Contracts 
• Incentives & Dis-incentives 
• Upset Price (used by BC Canada - state maximum price & what quality 

leveis are promised) 

Description Potential Benefits 
Cost Plus Time • "A" portion is the total cost for • Minimize delivery time 
Bidding completion of project • Reduce road user impacts 
A + B + Quality • "B" portion is the total number of on highly congested roads 
(Optional) days to complete the project • Usually has cost savings 
(USA) • B is multiplied via the given • Better quality when 

estimated cost per day warranty included in 
• The "B" cost minus the A portion, agreement 

determines the value and awarded 
to the Iowest price 

• Optional Use of lncentives & 
Disincentives 

• Optional Use of Warranty 
Lane Rental • A fee is assessed for occupying • In areas of high traffic 
(USA) tanes or shoulders. volume, it motivates 

• Rates are specified in the contract contractors to minimize 
• Deducted from monthly payments road user impacts or delays 

when contractor occupies or during construction. 
obstructs lanes • Results have seen reduced 

• Some alternates are to include the cost to the client 
lane rental as part of the bid and 
determine the tow bid via the A+B 
method. 

Incentives & • Provision to reward or penalize for • Complete projects on time 
Disincentives completion milestones or ahead of schedule 
(USA) • Compensation is based upon a • Traffic delays & congestion 

fixed amount per day for completing are minimized 
ahead of schedute 

• Penalty is incurred for each day that 
the project is detayed 

Source: Pakkala (2002) 

Table 10 Other Alternative Contractor Selection Methods 
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2.4.3 TENDERING COST 

The commercial cost to the contracting industry during the tendering phase is 
another concern especially with the more progressive modeis and ali agree 
that the PPP model is very expensive and that tendering costs are very high. 
There are so many combinations and quantifying the large number of van -
abies is virtually impossible to isolate the components that influence costs 
directly and fuily objectiveiy as stated in Hughes e. a. (2006). Furthermore, 
Hughes e. a. (2006) states that "the most important factors that influence 
whether firms adopt different working practices are not associated with the 
commerciai costs of tendering or of winning tenders". This is a very important 
finding as costs for tendering do in fact increase when using newer forms such 
as Design-Buiid, Design-Buiid-Operate-Maintain (DBOM), and PPP practices, 
but they are not the dniving forces or most important factors in the overail out-
come of the project. Some of the contractor's viewpoint during the interviews 
stated that the tendering costs are extensively higher when using progressive 
procurement methods. Tabie 11 via Hughes e. a. (2006) shows the relative 
influence of commerciai costs versus the procurement route chosen. 

MOEL MARKETING AREEMENT MANAGEMENT 	DISPUTE 

COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS 

DBB Very Low Low Medium Low 

DB Medium Medium Very Low Very Low 

CM (1) Very Low Low Medium Low 

DBOM 21  Medium Medium Medium Very Low 

Low 
DBFO High Very High Very Low 

AIUance 3  Very Low Medium Medium Extremely Low 

Source Hughes e.a. (2006) 
Table 11 Relative Commercial Costs to Contractor 

1). Estimated & added - assumed to be similar to DBB (by Pakkala) 
2). Estimated & added - assumed 10 be similar to DB (by Pakkala) 
3). Estimated & added - assumptions based upon drivers & beneflts (by Pakkala) 

2.5 Quality 

Quality is an important part of the process and an important aspect especiaily 
in new construction projects. Quality can aiso be quite subjective and depends 
upon the "eyes of the behoider". Especialiy when the "road user" is concerned 
quality can be quite subjective. Most road authorities have some form of quai-
ity systems in place especiaily when Quality Assurance (QA) is concerned. 
Quaiity Controi (QC) procedures are quite common and more clients are de-
manding ISO 9000 quaiity requirements or some equivaient form. Quaiity is 
also determined in the scope of the work and is sort of an input during the 
planning process. 

When QC is relinquished to the contractor, then QC pians are essential, as it 
will determine the standard of practice used by the contractor for that entire 
project. in most countries the QC ied by the contracting authority is working 
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reasonably well, but in some countries it is a learning process which requires 
a great deal of experience and practical applications. 

From the first author's perspective quality can be basically attributed to three 
categories within the process. Quality can be considered as: 

• Quality of the technical, performance, and "Level of Service' standards 
• Quality of the design & planning processes 
• Quality of workmanship 

The first two categories have significant research, experience, and long his-
tory of understanding and practices. However, the quality of workmanship 
Iacks quantitative measurements, which are important factors that contribute 
to the overail quaiity of project results. QC systems are systems that assist 
in the quaiity procedures, but don't necessariiy address the workmanship and 
practice of care. THcr 	nnc nn 	thd 	f: rter 
ment and research 

In the USA, QC by contractors is difficuk and most contractors in DBB con-
tracts prefer the "Road Authority" to make the QC decisions, as it requires 
competence and knowiedge of Quality Controi systems. However, typically 
there is very strict inspection done by the "Road Authority" in the USA to moni-
tor the quality during the construction process. In some cases the "Road Au-
thority" uses professional consuitants to assist QC and Quaiity Assurance 
(QA) when there is a iack of own QC personnel or when the "Road Authority 
has the lack of experts or has been downsized substantially. In Finland, Swe 
den, and in many Anglo-Saxon countries, most of the inspections are don 
by professional consuitants as there is insufficient staffing. Sometimes thew 
can be "spot checks" to verify contractor's quaiity, but even these are being 
reiinquished to the professional consultants. These are usually tendered via 
normal professional service contracts. Sometimes it can be the same profes-
sional consultant that participated in the design and planning process and is 
quite beneficial as the knowledge and continuity of project is retained. 

Quality Controi (QC) covers many practical issues and practices. The foilow-
ing shows a listing of practices and devdcmrnts to ist qu!itv perb rrn-
ance that were collected during this stud. 

• ISO 9000 practices or equivalent quality plans 
• Contractor rating system - with effectiveness (post project evaIuaton af-

fects future rating) 
• Professional services rating system - with effectiveness (post project evalu-

ation affects future rating) 
• Some form Contractor Quality Improvement Program (CQ1P) - feedback of 

project performance 
• Some clients have a sophisticated ICT project management database that 

tracks risks, quality issues, ali requests, information queries, project status 
and criticai path progression, environmental issues, and ali reiated stand-
ards and specifications 

• Quaiity based seiection criteria for winning contractor (aiigned with better 
quai ity) 

• Project based web site 
• Strict penalties for non-performance (no excuses) 
• More invoivement by client's "Project Manager" to actuaiiy determine the 

perceived quaiity 
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• Good open communications 
• Lots of informational meetings prior to contract award 
• Some form of partnering in the process (both project & strategic level) 
• Dispute resolution process 
• Good Information Management tools (billing, scheduling, and QC) 
• Using interoperable systems or common data modeis, which can reduce 

the possibility of errors and omissions). This is under deveiopment in Nor- 
way & Finland 

• Training programs & QC of the sub-contractors in the suppiy chain 
• Having a "Lessons Learned" system or database 
• Using the "Designer of Record" throughout the project (provides consist-

ency & continuity) 

There is also an easier solution to improve quality, but it is an expensive al-
ternative. Simpiy raising the minimum technical and performance standards 
would provide higher quality leveis. The other aiternative is to increase in-
spection to verify that the quality demanded is actually being impiemented. 
Both these simple solutions wouid cost more and probabiy be difficult to gain 
acceptance in the client organizations and amongst the funding authorities. 
Also, since the most road authority organizations are downsizing, gradually 
losing experience and expertise, and lack the resource, this simple alternative 
is probabiy not reaiistic. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Traditional procurement such as the Design-Bid-Buiid (DBB) method contin-
ues to be the main form of contracting for capitai investment projects for roads. 
The only fuil exception is England's Highways Agency, which does not use the 
DBB method. Recently, several countries have been procuring medium and 
lager sized projects via Design-Build (DB) and Design-Buiid-Finance-Operate 
(DBFO) or PPP modeis. These innovative modeis have some common ad-
vantages such as quicker compietion, value for money, usually some savings, 
aiternative concepts that would not be normaily be realized, better project 
coordination, and more aligned to pubiic values. 

The Design-Buiid-Operate-Maintain (DBOM) is seidom practiced except for 
Finland and has not really become a model of choice, but merely an excep-
tion. Many of the contractors interviewed in study indicated that the DBOM 
model would cause them to practice better quaiity and be more attuned to 
LCC thinking. it might be interesting to determine if there is future acceptance 
of this model and if the risks can be managed by the private sector. Also, the 
DBOM model requires a significant amount of performance requirements to 
be deveioped and most road authorities have not developed these perform-
ance requirements to a significant level yet. 

it is interesting to note that the Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) or PPP 
model seems to be progressing forward as compared to the similar study by 
Pakkala (2002). More and more countries have tested and tried the PPP mod-
ei and many more other countries have been interested in this model. One of 
the main reasons for the increase in popularity and acceptance of the PPP 
model has been the lack of pubiic funding for new projects. Aiso, some coun-
tries are testing the efficiency of the PPP model to determine the perform- 
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ance against traditional and Design-Buiid modeis. It is a very wise decision to 
thoroughly evaluate and conscientiousiy study ali aspects of the PPP model 
for any proposed projects. There are so many dynamics involved and secur-
ing a project over a Iong-term period. it requires much research, wisdom, and 
a huge learning process for the client as weli as the service providers. Also. 
each country has differing cuitural reference points and each country needs to 
decide whether the PPP model is appropriate for projects in their country. 

The "Aliiance model" appears to have impressive concepts and interviews 
have indicated good results and alignment to pubiic values. There is n. 
enough evidence and quantitative data to make any further conciusions, but 
the Ieadership characteristics of this model seem to be theoreticaily excel-
lent. This model requires a totaily different attitude and may be too difficult 
step forward, especiafly if the personnel in the entire alliance are not aligned 
to superior cornrnunIctc:I V;\. 

leadership principies. 

Despite the economic efficiency of Design-Build and PPP projects being rate 
higher than DBB according to Koppinen and Landenpera (2004), the better re 
sults from partnering and collaborative type projects as mentioned in Hughe 
e. a. (2006), and more Value for Money" (VfM) from innovative methods, 
these innovative methods appear to account for a minor portion of the project 
delivery methods used for road projects. However, they probabiy will be used 
for larger projects and when there are bold champions among the decision 
makers. It appears as if change is verv slow and of course, ii is difficult 
change the mindset of people. 

Some significant concepts can ue 	Wi i1S WU 	u 

below: 

• Practices that have eariy invoivement of the contractor 
• Some type of consultants & contractors rating systems 
• Limiting the amount of design development before tendering 
• Optimizing risks 
• Continuous improvement and re-engineering of the modeis 
• Fully developed performance measures 
• Client and industry learning process 
• More quaiity based approaches 

Finaily, there is a great deal of effort and time required when moving to the. 
newer models and practices, but the potential to achieve better results has 
been realized in many countries. Some of the achievements have been to de-
velop a contracting industry, savings compared to the traditional model, better 
quality in most instances, giobally more competitive, increasing exposure to 
foreign markets, reducing administrative burden, and delivering projects at a 
faster pace. 

Capturing the effectiveness of each of these models is a challenge and re-
quires a great deal of international networking, research, and appiicability to 
the iocal practices and obligations. it shouid be the objective for road authori-
ties to find the best methods and continually search for those practices that 
wili achieve the results in meeting better roads for the valued customers - the 
road users. 
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3 MAINTENANCE PRACTICES 

This section contains information and main results for this international study 
relating to 'Maintenance Projects", which includes routine maintenance and 
the resurfacing aspects of periodic maintenance. Bridge contracts are a spe-
cialty in itself and usually tendered as a separate contract and this report does 
not cover bridge contracting practices. 

Also, this section of the report is not intended to repeat the findings from the 
same first author as in Pakkala (2002), but to expand on these and try to high-
light newer experiences and findings. 

3.1 Background Information 

Maintenance is usually one of those practices that do not receive much atten-
tion, recognition, giory, or interest amongst the decisions makers until some-
thing goes wrong or if safety is compromised. Sometimes maintenance func-
tions are not a significant priority for some road authorities which may Iead 
to budget reductions, lowering the Leveis of Service (LOS), and reducing the 
satisfaction leveis of the traveling public or road users. In cold climate coun-
tries such as Scandinavia and Canada, winter maintenance is an important 
part of maintenance as it has a potential to become a safety issue or can 
cause accidents when roads are not maintained at proper service levels. In 
other countries the main concern is with pot holes, excessive road roughness, 
bumpiness, texture, and other non-desirable conditions that affect satisfac-
tion from the road users. Most countries are using some form of customer 
service audits (road charters) to determine if the roads are in satisfactory 
condition, to assist in determining the customer satisfaction perception. Also, 
customer satisfaction surveys can become one tool to determine results of 
any outsourcing practices and determine if the perceived quality of service is 
increasing or decreasing. 

Over time, the attitude towards maintenance has changed somewhat and is 
becoming more of an issue and important aspect for taking care of the road 
network. Maintenance is also a new market for the private sector in those 
countries that outsource maintenance. Recently, there has been a focus or 
strategy in many countries for pavement preservation, asset management, 
and taking care of the existing road network as a first priority. This is true 
especially in some of the European countries and a few of the Anglo-Saxon 
countries where the actual road budget is determined by investing in mainte-
nance as the first priority, and what is left in the budget is then applied to other 
needs or capital investment projects. Maintenance has gained more attention 
in Finland, for instance. In Finland the road budget is prioritized by winter 
maintenance, second is routine maintenance, then periodic maintenance and 
the remaining is applied to capital investment projects. 

Routine Maintenance 

Routine maintenance can be defined by those maintenance activities that oc-
cur every year on a routine basis or of a cyclic nature. These activities may 
include such aspects like winter maintenance, summer maintenance, pot hole 
patching, minor gravel road repair or patching, minor drainage cleaning, road 
cleaning or sweeping, crack repair, vegetation control, cleaning (signs, bridg- 
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es, roads), and trash removal. Figure 10 shows the difference between routine 
and periodic maintenance aspects and typicat shows how they can be organ-
ized in a typical outsourced contract. 

Periodic Maintenance 

Periodic maintenance can be defined as those activities that occur infre-
quently or every so often and can be termed as "upkeep and improvements". 
Throughout the history most periodic maintenance tasks have been typically 
tendered as separate contracts and can include such activities as resurfac-
ing, bridge habilitation/reconstruction, safety improvements, and other major 
improvements. Figure 10 shows some of the differences between routine and 
periodic maintenance, as well as those activities that are typically procured via 
separate contracts. These vary between countries and some even inter-mix 
the activities within routine or periodic maintenance. This is not a significant 
issue as to what activity is used for routine or periodic maintenance, but the 
most important issue is to what works best under the specific culture, environ-
ment, Iocal market, and which practices delivers the best value to the road 
authority. 

ROUTINE 	PERIODIC 
MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE 	BRIDGES 	ICT & TRAFFIC 

CONTRACTS 	CONTRACTS 	CONTRACTS 	MAN AGEMENT 
CONTRACTS 

LL_ 	I ____ 
??? 

INTEGRATED CONTRACTS 	USUALLY SEPARATE CONTRACTS 

ROU1VE &8JNTENANCE 4 Wlnter Malntenance. Summer Malntenance. Urainage, Cracks. Potholes. (teaning. Routine 
Gravel Road, Vegetation & Trash. Shoulder Repair, 8,ldge Cleaning & lnspectlon, Une Marking, Gurd RaIt Repalr/Replace 

PERJODIC MAINTENANCE 4 Resurfacing, Bndges, & SmaIl Capital ProjeUs, 
Sometimes bnth are considered as 9 Guard Rail Repair/Replace, Line Markings, Emergency Repsonse, Traffic Signs. 

SEPARATG CONTRACTS 4 Typkally Bnidges. Traffic Managemeet. & ICT. Sometimes Ilghting, Smatt Capltal Prnects, 
maybe consldered as both 9 Guard Rail Repain/Repiace, Line Marklngs, fmergency Responne, Traffk Signs, 

Source: Pakkala (2006) 
Figure 10 Roufine & Periodic Mainfenance 
??? - Bridge rehabititation is seidom used in maintenance contracts, but optiorl is available 

TypicaUy throughout the history of most road authorities, resurfacing type con-
tracts have been tendered via separate contracts and are usually considered 
as periodic maintenance or 'upkeep and improvements". Even in the past 
some of the resurfacing practices were done by "in-house" or own works, and 
sometimes used combinations of outsourced and self-performed, depending 
upon resources and budgets. Recent outsourcing and deveopment trends in 
some countries have resulted in the integration of surfacing activities that are 
included into the maintenance contracts. However, most countries typically 
tender the resurfacing activity as a separate contract. By integrating the resur-
facing portion into the maintenance contract, it was expected to achieve better 
results for the road authority. 
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Another objective of this study was to determine if there have been any trends 
or movements towards separate Iong-term resurfacing contracts that had war-
ranties of over 10 years. PIARC (2002) article provided a few examples from 
Quebec, Canada and South Africa that included an extended warranty in-
cluded in the resurfacing contract. Since then, there have been very little de-
velopments and news about these long-term pavement warranties and this 
study was to evaluate the situation in these target countries. This topic will be 
addressed in the resurfacing results section. 

Also, it was desired to determine the Iatest status and developments with 
Pavement Management Systems (PMS) and to determine if there have been 
any further achievements and innovative solutions. Many countries seem to 
be using the latest automated equipment and technology to gather road con-
dition data for the inputs into the PMS to determine a strategy for which roads 
need to be resurfaced. Tradeoffs or optimization tools can be used to deter-
mine a resurfacing strategy according to the available budget. 

PMS systems are used and appear to be continuously improved in order to 
achieve better decision making by the road authorities. Some progressive 
countries even have developed performance criteria and indicators that mdi-
cate how well the resurfacing goals have been achieved. This development 
has not fully matured, but these practices and concepts are in process in 
many countries. The "Anglo-Saxon" countries seem to be the fore-runners 
in this practice. Some of these concepts are discussed in Section 4.0 called 
"Performance Indicators", but are usually used by the road authority to as-
sist in developing better road management practices. It should be noted that 
these developments are not specifically used in the contracts with the service 
providers, but performance indicators are used as a management and ac-
countability tool. 

Other impacts include budget fluctuations that road authorities experience, 
the recent oil price increases, and greater amount of roads that need to be 
resurfaced. These have caused concerns to the road authorities because the 
vision and goals are to take good care of the existing road network. Since 
many road authorities are struggling with these recent budget deficiencies, 
caring for the existing road network can cause compromises. Optimization of 
the PMS can assist in making these tradeoffs. This issue has been confirmed 
in many countries, where there are insufficient funds to maintain the entire 
road network at normal standards and often report the amount of deficient or 
unsatisfactory roads. 

There are similar issues with the bridges in Finland as well as several other 
countries, and bridge conditions are becoming a concern too, but this study 
did not evaluate bridge contracts. In Finnra (2006) the condition of the bridge 
network has been decreasing on a yearly basis and needs extra funding due 
to the large number of bridges due for rehabilitation. This is a common situa-
tion amongst most of the countries in this study. Bridge contracts are so spe-
cialized and usually administered in very traditional ways. 
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3.1.1 ROAD REFORM AND ROAD DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUN[.; 

One of the main drivers for maintenance contracting practices has be;n tH 
issue of "road reform" or "road development" or even known as the "Client' 
Producer model". A majority of the countries in this study has experienced 
similar process or at ieast has relinquished performing actuai physicai works 
of maintenance activities. They have sort of become contract managers be-
cause most if not ali works are pubhcly tendered. Not ali countries have gone 
through this process and these inciude USA, Victoria (Australia), and Estonia. 
Sweden tenders ali these contracts, but their "Vagverket Produktion" is a busi-
ness unit stiil inside the Swedish Road Administration and fuil transparency 
has not been achieved. 

The foliowing example from Finland will highiight the "ClientlProducer model" 
concept and as an example of how road deveiopment has progressed and 
can be an example for others. Finland has quite extensively foiiowed the "New 
Zealand modei" of road reform and from guidance material from the "World 
Bank" list of recent practices. The following highiights the progression and 
brief history of deveiopments in Finland. 

In Finland, the Finnish Road Administration (Finnra) is the governmental 
agency responsibie for the management of the public road sector. Before the 
1960s Finnra kept ali maintenance aspects with their own work force and in-
house capabilities. Since the 1 960s Finnra began purchasing various activities 
and services such as winter maintenance for lower volume roads and gra 
mowing. These types of practices continued and increased throughout t 
decades and were a "stepping stone" toward outsourcing the entire ro 
network. As a resuit of these practices and siowly opening activities for t 
private sector organizations, this has made it possible for Finnra to piace more 
and more activities to the private sector. Today ali routine maintenance and 
periodic maintenance are outsourced via open pubiic tendering. Routine area 
maintenance contracts for the public road sector began open competition in 
January 2001, and continued gradually via a four year phased-in transition 
period through the year 2004. Fully and complete open public competition was 
achieved in January 2005. Other countries have followed similar processes 
and this is sometimes called road reform or as the "ClientlProducer modef'. 
Road reform in Finland is one interesting exampie of how outsourcing can 
be successfuliy achieved via diiigence and good management practices ar' 
impiementation. As mentioned previousiy, Finland did have a model to foiIo'' 
and some of the same development and procedures from New Zealand were 
pursued and adapted. Finland did not stop there and has continued to develop 
its procurement practices and good practices and boldiy continue along the 
innovative path. As a resuit, Finland has achieved significant savings, awards, 
and has been closely foilowed by other countries. Even Norway has also im-
piemented the "ClientlProducer modef' into its practices in January of 2004. 
Salminen & Viinamaki (2001) highlight some of the objectives, issues, ben-
efits, and struggles in transforming a pubiic agency. 

Some even consider this as a form or process toward privatizing a portion of 
the government organization. This has been the Finnish model for many such 
organizations in the past and appears to be model that has proved satisfac-
tory. De Jong (2002) aiso analyzes the movements and changes in the Nordic 
countries and has shown that Finland has had a successfui process. 
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Figure 11 shows the development stages of Finnra since the traditional in-
house, production work force. 

Development Steps of Finnra 

OWN 	 BALANCING 	COST 	 COMPETITION TO OPEN 	 Present Client! 
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In Period to Jan. 
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SourCe: Finnra (2004) 

Figure 11 Developmenf Steps of Finnra 

Finland has followed global developments which have led to the interest and 
desire for more integrated and longer term maintenance contracts. Some 
countries have used performance-based maintenance contracts for a long-
term, and include many aspects of routine and periodic maintenance activities 
as part of the agreement. This has been seen as an interesting and unique 
approach and has sparked the interest of Finnra to investigate and adapt 
long-term, performance-based maintenance contracts into the strategy. We 
can refer to Finnra (2003) which shows the development of the maintenance 
contracting strategy. Also, Finnra has not stopped there and continues to fol-
low global and innovative practices in maintenance contracts and are pres-
ently renewing their maintenance strategy. Finland is not the only model to fol-
iow, but merely one possibility model or example to follow. England and other 
Anglo-Saxon countries have implemented more integrated contracting forms. 

The Finnish model of development can be seen as an effective and highly 
recommended process that gradually outsourced routine maintenance activi-
ties until the present client-producer model was achieved. This has made ad-
aptation relatively easier to implement. However, change is never easy and it 
should be understood that approval is needed at high levels of government, 
key champions for the process, diligent effort, and much diffusion of knowl-
edge and expertise from the client organization to the private sector. One key 
and challenging aspect for road authorities that have outsourced the mainte-
nance activities is the ability to transfer public values to the private mainte-
nance contractors. 

3.1.2 ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE DETAILS 

Another interesting aspect of routine maintenance outsourcing is whether the 
contracts are area based or corridor based. In practical terms "Area Based 
Contracts" means that ali the roads within the designated area are included 
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in the contract, while "Corridor Based Contracts" are for certain designated 
roads, stretches of roads, or highway sections that are included. Most coun-
tries in the study utilize the area based configuration and hence many con-
tracts are referred to "Area Based Maintenance Contracts'. Figure 12 graphi-
cally shows the difference between the two types. 

AREA or CORRIDOR BASED 

Corridor 	 Area Contract 

'7 	
-- 

Sourcc SAIC & DDOT - DC Strects 	 Sonce FINNRA 

Source: Pakkala (2006) 
Figure 12 Area versus Corridor Based 

It is also worth mentioning that there have been basically two forms of organi-
zational practices within these contracts. These can be either direct agreement 
with the "service provider" or by utilizing consultant agreements. Some of the 
Anglo-Saxon countries began with this type of concept by using consultants 
to assist and manage the many aspects of administration, tendering, and pro-
fessional advice and expertise in maintenance management. The objective of 
this strategy is to allow the road authority to focus and concentrate on its core 
mission. This aliows a choice for the road authority of which concept to use 
and implement into any given practices. Figure 13 displays this concept. 

CONSULTANT 	or DIRECT METHOD 

PTIONAL! 

Ir 
LContractor. rru -Consultant 
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Source: Pakkala (2006) 
Figure 13 Consultants or Direct Method 
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3.2 Terminoiogy 

There has been so much terminology regarding these varlous forms and 
names appiied to maintenance contracting that it can be quite confusing or 
overwhelming at times. The goal is to ciarify these terms and simpiify the con-
cepts. It is interesting to note that many countries refer to different names for 
these practices, but essentiaily refer to the basic concepts. Some exampies of 
various terminoiogy used is as foliows. 

• Asset Management Contracts 
• Asset Maintenance Contracts 
• Performance Specified Maintenance Contracts (PSMC) 
• Long-Term Maintenance Contracts 
• Long-Term Performance Contracts 
• Managing Agent Contracts (MAC & E-MAC) 
• Area Maintenance Contracts 
• Maintenance Area Contracts 
• Term Maintenance Contracts 
• Term Network Contracts 
• Maintenance By Contract 
• Performance-Based Contracts 
• Performance Contracting 
• Total Maintenance Contracting 
• Aliiance Contracting 

The names used basicaiiy refer to the outsourcing of either routine main-
tenance, periodic maintenance, both routine and periodic maintenance, or 
ali maintenance services, that are using some form of outcome-based crite-
ria (performance leveis) or "Levei of Service" for a long duration (often 3-10 
years). Some of the terminoiogy used in many cases describes a new phi-
losophy and attempts to minimize the deterioration of the asset through lower 
"Life Cycle CosV'. Some of these contracts may even include improvements or 
rehabilitation, and hence use the term cailed asset management contracting. 

Performance contracting is also used to describe the Ievei of performance or 
desired level of service. It shouid be iiiustrated that there are no true "pure 
performance" contracts to the authors' knowledge that pay according to the 
actuai measured performance as done in various sporting events. The higher 
performance achieved, the better the rewards and the lower the performance 
the iower the rewards. These may have been some of the desires or initial 
thoughts, but to pay for "true performance" is difficuit and most road authori-
ties are at the discretion of the yearly budget, which makes a "true perform-
ance" difficuit or uniikeiy to arrange. There have been various forms of incen-
tives and disincentives used in these contracts, and are usualiy iimited to a 
minimum bottom level and a maximum amount for the top ievei. 

As a summary, there are various forms of terminology used and they vary from 
country to country, and the main idea is to achieve a contract that provides cli-
ent derived performance requirements, some flexibiiit describes the mainte-
nance activities incorporated, and determines contract duration. The outcome 
shouid be a contract that provides opportunities for innovation, incentives, a 
spirit of cooperation or partnering, maximizes LCC for maintenance, flexibiiity 
(describing the performance and not technical or rigid details), and a balanced 
agreement that would sustain a competitive maintenance industry. 
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3.3 Maintenance Modeis 

There are basicaiiy eight different main types of maintenance modeis that can 
be used to deliver maintenance by contract actMties that have been identi-
fied in the course of this study. These modeis attempt to describe the main 
features and have "coined" new names to identify each model. These modeis 
will be discussed in the subsequent pages which describe the attributes and 
other particulars. 

3.3.1 IN-HOUSE MAINTENANCE MODEL - "TRADITIONAL MODEL" 

Many Departments of Transportation (DOTs) in the USA, some provinces in 
Canada, some states in Austraiia, and several countries in Europe stiU retain 
a large percentage of their own workforce to perform various routine main-
tenance type activities. This is considered as the "In-House Maintenance 
Modef' or known as the "Traditional Model", in which either a portion of 
pubiic sector or the entire organization carries out the routine maintenance 
services and activities. Those using this model are District Department of 
Transportation (DDOT), Maryiand State Highway Administration (SHA), Min-
nesota Department of Transportation (MNDOT), North Caroiina Department 
of Transportation (NCDOT), Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), 
Fiorida Department of Transportation (DOT), Estonia, and VicRoads in Vic-
toria, Australia. Most of these organizations have some or even substantiai, 
in-house workforce for carrying out various routine maintenance services. 

it is important to note that some countries retain a portion of their own work 
force to perform routine maintenance activities, while at the same time out-
source certain activities via competitive public procurement. For exampie, Es-
tonia outsources about 63% of routine maintenance, while Fiorida Department 
of Transportation (FDOT) outsources approximately 80%, Maryland SHA out-
sources a large portion of routine maintenance, and VicRoads in Austraiia 
outsources about 50%. These are discussed further in the subsequent mod-
eis. 

The countries that outsource ali or essentially ali the maintenance activities 
and retain no in-house workforce are iisted as foiiows: 

• WesternAustraiia 	 • Finland 
• Aiberta, Canada 	 • The Netheriands 
• British Coiumbia, Canada 	• New Zealand 
• Ontario, Canada 	 • Norway 
• Engiand 

it should be pointed out that Sweden outsources essentiaily ali the routine 
maintenance activities via publiciy tendered contracts, but the "Vagverket 
Produktion" is stili a business unit inside the Swedish Road Administration 
and fuil transparency has not been achieved. 

At times the road authorities have procured maintenance services through 
other iocai public authorities, but this is becoming very uncommon (this can be 
termed as Public-Public-Partnerships). History has aiso reveaied that this in-
house model has been the common form for most, if not ali countries, in which 
routine maintenance has been carried by internal workers. Even some peri- 
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odic maintenance activities, such as resurfacing, small bridge work, and smaii 
work packages were previousiy done by the pubiic authorities own workforce. 
However, outsourcing of routine maintenance activities seems to be a trend. 

3.3.2 ACTIVITY BASED MAINTENANCE MODEL - "SALESMAN MODEL" 

The next model in the development phase towards outsourcing of routine 
maintenance activities is cailed the "Activity Based Maintenance Model" 
or what is now coined as the "Salesman Model". This model refers to those 
road authorities that outsource various routine maintenance activities. The 
reason can be either to balancing the work load, not having the resources, 
or work can be more efficientIy performed by the private sector. This "Sa!es-
man Model" is usually based upon the lowest price, based upon unit prices 
(sometimes hourly rates), and usually for 1 year or seasonal duration. The 
activities vary and have been typically utilized for snow removal (winter main-
tenance), grass mowing, line marking, rest areas, cleaning activities, sanitary 
works (trash removai) and other routine activities. Even resurfacing contracts 
are considered in this model. 

Almost ali road authorities at some point in time have used this type of con-
tract to meet the maintenance requirements and most countries will continue 
to use this modei. 

3.3.3 PARTIAL COMPETITIVE MAINTENANCE MODEL - 
"CAUTIOUS MODEL" 

Some countries like the Estonia and Victoria (Austraiia) and a few others not 
included in this study, place a certain percentage of maintenance contacts into 
open public competition. The countries using these modeis retain a certain 
percentage of their own workforce to perform various routine maintenance 
type activities, while openly tendering the other part of the road network. Es-
tonia and Victoria, Austraiia practice this model and allow their own work force 
to pubiiciy tender against any private sector competitors. This is considered 
as the "Partial Competitive Maintenance Model", or what is now called the 
"Cautious Model", which carries out maintenance contracts for some areas 
and the remaining activities are done in-house. As mentioned eariier, Estonia 
outsources about 63% of the contracts via routine area maintenance con-
tracts, whiie VicRoads (in Victoria, Austraiia) is at a ievel of about 50%. This 
model is not very common, and might be considered as a form of competition 
that is an interim phase before going forward to fully open competition. 

Victoria, Austraiia uses the lowest price with a iump sum payment and dura-
tion of about 1-3 years. Estonia uses about 75% price with a iump sum pay-
ment and recently went forward with 7 year contracts. 

3.3.4 ROUTINE MAINTENANCE MODEL - "COLD CLIMATE MODEL" 

The "Routine Maintenance Model" or what is now named as the "Co!d Cli-
mate Model" is the outsourcing of basically ali routine maintenance activities 
and usuaiiy inciuded in an area based network. The main reasons for caIl- 
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ing this the "CoId Climate Model" is due to the commonality between the 
northern Iocated countries and the difficuity to include periodic maintenance 
activities (especially resurfacing) in one contract. The reasons why periodic 
maintenance is not included can be attributed to the short mild season and 
because the markets in the northern countries are quite smaii and well estab-
iished. Attributes of this "Cold Climate Model" can be expiained as follows. 

Sometimes smail capital investment projects can be inciuded into the contract 
and prices are usually agreed upon or eise it can be tendered as a separate 
contract. 
Typical Activities lnciuded in the Coid Climate Model: 

• Winter Maintenance (piowing & de-icing) 	• Bridge cleaning & inspection 
• Summer maintenance (potholes & cracks) • Line marking 
• Drainage 	 • Guard rail repair/replace 
• Cracks, potholes 	 • Graffiti removal 
• Cleaning 	 • Lighting 
• Routine gravel road 	 • Emergency response 
• Vegetation & trash 	 • Sometimes signs & signals 
• Shouider repair 

Contract type: 

• Lump Sum 
• Hybrid - Lump Sum & Units Price 

The duration of these contracts varies and the present trend is between 7 to 
10 years. Initially these contracts began with 3 year duration, but soon it was 
realized that the duration was too short and shifted toward 5 years and more. 
Service provider selection criteria vary and are discussed further in the sec-
tion tities "Contractor Selection Criteria". 

The countries using this model are the Canadian Provinces of Aiberta, B.C. 
and Ontario, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Florida DOT (FDOT), New Zealand, 
and Holland. 

3.3.5 INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE MODEL - "ANGLO-SAXON MODEL" 

The "lntegrated Maintenance Model" or what is now known as the "Angio-
Saxon Model" is the outsourcing that has a combination of both routine and 
periodic maintenance activities. This basically integrates ali maintenance a' 
tivities into one contract, with the exception of bridge refurbishment. Thes 
are usually area based networks, except for the USA which uses the corrid 
based approach. The main reasons for caliing this the "Anglo-Saxon ModeL 
is due to the fact that most countries are Engiish speaking and typically have 
been fore-runners in the development of maintenance contracting. Typicai 
activities in this "Ang!o-Saxon Mode!" are as foliows: 

Ali the routine maintenance activities previous mentioned 
Resurfaci ng 
Emergency response 
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• Signs & signals 
• Smaller capital improvements 
• Any design & expert consultant services 
• Maintenance, pavement, and asset management systems 
• Data collection and performance results 

These contracts are usually "lump sum" and have unit prices included if un-
foreseen conditions require extra work and for maintenance outside the scope 
of the original contracts. The main difference in this model is that there are 
significantly more risks allocated to the service provider and that the duration 
is usually longer and has been typically used up to 10 years (USA states are 
using 5 year with a possible 5 year extension). 

Sometimes small capital investment projects can be included into the contract 
and prices are usually agreed upon or else it can be tendered as a separate 
contract. 

Those using this model are the DDOT (DC Streets contract), VDOT (via VMS 
contract), New Zealand (PSMC contracts), England and Western Australia. 

3.3.6 LONG-TERM SEPARATE MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS - 
"BUNDLING MODEL" 

"Long-Term Separate Maintenance Contracts Model" or what is now named 
as the "Bundling Model" is a maintenance contract model that is applied to 
a single maintenance activity that is secured for a long duration and usually 
is special, unique, or risk intensive task that takes advantage of the mass 
efficiency or so-called bundling. This is similar to the "activity based mainte-
nance model", but the tendering is quite different and the maintenance activity 
encompasses many areas or regions and can even be for the entire country. 
Some examples could be a single contract for bridges, line marking, resurfac-
ing, lighting, rest areas, and even ICT services across many areas, regions, 
or even the entire country. Finland is set to pilot this model in the near future 
for bridges, resurfacing, and already implemented for line marking contracts. 
The duration is estimated for 5 years, but it can vary from 3 to over 5 years. 
The tendering can be quite complicated and probably will be for a lump sum 
contract. Risks will be an extremely important part especially for bridges and 
resurfacing portions. In USA, there are 10 year agreements for the "rest ar-
eas", and this seems to have satisfactory results. 

This model is quite new and there is insufficient data to determine any con-
clusions and results, but there is much interest. The bundling effect is what 
should provide an incentive for efficiency and hopefully lower costs at a better 
service level. It was especially intended or hoped to uncover long-term pave-
ment warranty contracts, but these have not gone forward yet. Apparently 
the risks are so severe and extensive that it has not progressed as road au-
thorities would have desired. This has a potential to limit the market and may 
cause concerns in the supply chain. 

Finland and MODOT (not in study) in the USA are the countries testing this 
model. 
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3.3.7 FRAMEWORK MODEL 

The "Framework Modes" is a qune irteresUng and vvdeiy used mode ui 
England for bridges, resurfacing contracts, and professional services (design 
& pianning). The main objective of the "framework model" is to reduce the 
amount of time for tendering, seiect tenders quickly for urgent projects, and 
reduce overall administration time and costs. Essentially the tendering proc-
ess is to short list to about a maximum of 5 service providers that will be giveri 
projects based upon the skiils and cost provisions, at the discretion of the 
client team. Prices are evaluated against so-calied "dummy schemes" ar 
there are criteria to measure past experience and competence of work. Thos 
five service providers are then provided first consideration and these servic. 
providers are given projects on a rotational type system, on a negotiated type 
basis. 

The duration is estimated for 3 to 5 years, but it can vary depending upon 
the type of framework. Prices are compared to the rates provided in dumm\' 
scheme" to make sure they are competitive. England seems to be the on 
target country using the "framework model" and there is not enough data gat 
ered to conciusiveiy share resuits of this model. 

3.3.8 ALLIANCE MODEL - "LEADERSHIP MODEL" 

A new and recent model that has been deveioped and utilized is the "A!Iiance 
Model"or the so-cailed "E-MAC Model"(used in UK), and what is nowtermed 
as the "Leadership Model". At writing of this report, the only target country 
to tender this model for maintenance is Engiand (Highways Agency). Some 
parts of the "Alliance Model" for capital projects are quite similar, but there 
no virtual aliiance organization formed and there are other issues since the 
road is aiready built and now needs to be maintained. The tendering process 
is similar to the capitai investment Alliance Model" in that the service provider 
is chosen via 100% quaiity requirements and a target price is subsequently 
determined. The contract duration can vary and the Highways Agency model 
is for 7 years. Depending upon the performance of the aliiance team, a pain 
and gain up to a maximum of 15% is appiied to the contract sum similar to the 
capitai model. The "Leadership Modet attempts to soive some of the relation-
ship type issues, and the service provider is paid upon actuai work plus a fixed 
rate of overhead and profit, which has the potential to reduce confiicts. 

This model is also being considered to be used in Australia and in New Zea-
land, but no information is availabie at the time of this study. The results for 
this model are indeterminate and wili require some follow-up and further de-
tails. However, as expected in the capitai project model, it has potential and 
value to be piloted and experimented. 

3.3.9 MODEL SUMMARY 

It should be pointed out that these are the main models and there can be some 
variations in the models as each country adopts its own practices and devia-
tions. It is also interesting to note that there are many combinations of modeis 
and ali countries use more than one model. Some of the combinations are as 
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foliows and list the countries that are using that particular combination. 

• Traditional; (Many USA DOTs, one third in Estonia, and partially in Victoria 
- Australia) 

• In-House & Activity Based Model; (DDOT, FDOT, MDSHA, MNDOT, NC-
DOT, VDOT) 

• In-House & Partial Competitive; (Estonia & Victoria Australia) 
• In-House & Salesman & Cold Climate Model (FDOT) 
• In-House & Anglo-Saxon (DDOT & VDOT) 
• Activity Based Model & Coid Climate Model (Holland & Ontario, Canada) 
• Cold Climate Model (Norway, Sweden, Finland, Alberta, Ontario, & British 

Columbia, Canada, Holland, and FDOT) 
• Bundling Model (Finland - New) 
• Framework Model, Anglo-Saxon & Alliance Model (England) 
• Anglo-Saxon Model (DDOT, VDOT, England, New Zealand's PSMC, and 

Western Australia) 
• Activity Based, Cold Climate & Anglo-Saxon Modeis (New Zealand) 
• Framework Model (England) 
• Alliance Model (E-MAC in England) 

It can be quite confusing at times as there can be so many combinations of 
activities and models. Some activities can be outsourced separately in some 
regions of the country, while some can be included into the ,,cold climate mod-
ei" or ,,Anglo-Saxon model". It basically depends upon which activities the 
road authority desires to include and which ones can be efficiently managed 
by the private sector. New Zealand and England seem to have the most varia-
tions with combinations of different modeis. Some countries are actually at a 
new decision stage, and with the introduction of the ,,Alliance Model" there has 
been discussion of testing the Alliance model in Western Australia and in New 
Zealand. lt remains to be seen if they will adopt this new model. 

3.4 Practices and Observations 

This section will summarize the results for maintenance contracting practices 
which are presented in Table 12. Pakkala (2002) sets the stage of practices 
for the early years of 2001 and this new report explains the development, new 
practices, and results from the study since then. 

The various procurements practices differ from Country to country and there 
are two main models that stand out, other than the traditional model. These 
are the "Anglo-Saxon Modef' and the "CoId Climate Mode!". This is shown 
very easily by the similar practices used by the Angio-Saxon countries, and 
those that are used in the cold climate countries in northern Europe and Can-
ada. The USA varies from totally in-house to almost totally outsourced (about 
80%) as with the Fiorida Department of Transportation (FDOT). 

3.4.1 INTEGRATED MODELS - ROUTINE AND PERIODIC MAINTENANCE 

lntegrated models like the Anglo-Saxon Model" are more favorable to warmer 
climates and the Anglo-Saxon countries are more abie to integrate routine 
and periodic maintenance, while it is quite difficult to integrate the routine and 
periodic maintenance in the northern climates. It easy to understand that if 
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winter and cold weather occurs for over 6-8 months of the year, then the re-
surfacing component of periodic maintenance can be efficiently managed and 
arranged by the road authorities by separate agreements. For example, due to 
the Iimited time of warm weather the resurfacing aspects can be more effec-
tively managed and controlled when done separately. In addition, the Northern 
markets are quite small, have very few suppliers, and competition in these 
activities is limited. 

3.4.2 COPYING FROM ONE ANOTHER 

Also, countries tend to follow or use a mod& from another country and develop 
the model into one suitable to their own culture. This can be said of the Finn 
ish model and practices, which has followed the New Zealand practices, bu 
applied other elements from other countries. De Jong (2002) shows that coun-
tries tend to incorporate practices from one country and then adapt to their 
own culture, internal practices, and legal systems. This can be considered as 
a wise practice since one form of practice from a culture does not necessarily 
mean that it will work in another culture. The Anglo-Saxon countries tend to 
have more of a partnering and cooperative approach as opposed to the strict 
interpretation of the contract. Another example cari be seen from The Nether 
lands, which has actually signed an agreement with the UK Highways Agenc 
to study the feasibility to use integrated maintenance practices into their own 
country. Another form of cooperation and exchange type environments is the 
"Nordic Road Association" and "Baltic Road Association". Both these provide 
a networking capacity to develop practices and share practices within the Nor-
dic and Baltic countries, and many are joint meetings. This type of cooperation 
is relevant globally. 

3.4.3 LOW BID OR QUALITY BASEIJ 

Another issue that distinguishes the different practices is the type of "Contrac-
tor Selection Criteria" used in the tendering procedures. A major portion of 
the "Anglo-Saxon" countries apply more of a Quality-based selection criterioni, 
with the main exception of VicRoads in Victoria, Australia using the lowest 
price. On the other hand, there is a split in the northern countries, with Britisb 
Columbia, Estonia, and Finland using more quality-based criteria, while Al 
berta, Norway, Ontario, and Sweden using basically the lowest price systern 
As mentioned earlier, historical traditions or practical considerations may play 
an important reason, especially if the contracts integrate routine and periodic 
maintenance. In such circumstances quality requirements, competence and 
know-how are considered more important aspects as compared to the price, 
because it is essential to determine the service providers' capability. Even in 
the USA, more quality based criteria are used in these integrated contracts. 
These are discussed further in the "Contractor Selection Criteria" section of 
this report. 

However, the "Leadership Modef' uses 100% quality criteria for selecting the 
winner of the tender. Only England's Highways Agency has used the "Leader-
ship Mode!' (E-MAC), and it is too early to determine the effectiveness of this 
model as it is a unique form for maintenance contracting practice. It would 
be valuable to study the results and determine if it is worthy of impiementa-
tion. It is safe to predict that the "Leadership Modef' probably will be used in 
other Anglo-Saxon countries, as this has been the trend to copy practices from 
one another, and even New Zealand and Western Australia are contemplating 
testing the model. 
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Table 12 Summary of Maintenance Contracts 
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3.4.4 CONTRACT DURATION 

The duration of the contract depends basically upon four factors. These fac-
tors include any legal restrictions, the type of maintenance model utilized, the 
experience of the road authority in outsourcing, and whether the contracts 
are integrated. Usually the development of maintenance contracting started 
with 1-3 year duration in contracts and now has progressed to about 7 years, 
with British Columbia, Canada and Western Australia setting the standard at 
10 years. However, the bundling model will probably be five years or greater, 
which has been the duration period under discussion from the initial develop-
ing plans. 

3.4.5 SAVINGS 

It should be noted that the main contribution to the savings achieved was 
reported due to the combination of outsourcing and the long duration of the 
contract. Another contribution to the savings portion is the inclusion of out-
come-based criteria or some form of performance requirements that aliows 
fiexibility and innovations on the methods chosen to meet the quality require-
ments. This atiows the potential for cost savings measures and practices, al-
though it is difficult or virtually impossible to measure. 

Typically the savings from the initial years of outsourcing have ranged from 10 
to 40%, but it is difficult to determine the actual reasons why some countries 
have achieved better results than others. It would be speculation to describe 
the reasons, but some of the foliowing aspects might be contributing factors. 

• Union and wage issue 
• Competitive market in maintenance 
• Asset distribution (any favoritism) 
• Competence and know-how of the private sector 
• Immediate transformation from in-house to outsourcing 
• Lack of benchmarking and Iessons Iearned 
• Strong Ieadership in transformation process 
• Marketing and working with the industry 
• Contracting method used 

3.4.6 CONTRACT TYPE 

The main form of contract used in most of the contracts is the 'Lump Sum" 
and the "Hybrid" (combination of Lump Sum and Unit Prices). The US DOTs 
use unit prices, but these are for the activity based contracts that procure each 
activity separately. The Hybrid model can be considered quite a wise choice 
for using a combination of those Iump sum activities, and having unit prices for 
those unknown activities or risks. This helps to minimize the unforeseen risks 
on activities such as guard rail repair & reptacement, signs, and other high 
risk items. However, if long term contracts are used then the risks are more 
balanced to compensate for those unforeseen activities. 

Table 12 shows the main contracting practices used by the countries and 
shows the contract type, duration, typical activities included in the contract, 
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"contractor selection cnteria", quoted savings, and any special notes or com-
ments. 

3.4.7 SMALL INDUSTRY CONCERNS 

It seems inevitable that there are concerns about the effect of smaller con-
tractors being able to sustain a healthy market. Initially there were many fears 
and concerns about the small businesses being pushed out of the market. So 
far there have not been any severe impacts upon the smaller businesses. In 
fact, it is the advantage of the main contractor to network with smaiier busi-
nesses in order to deliver the services required. The larger contractors do not 
have the capability in most areas to meet the needs without the local players. 
The large contractors bring in the sophisticated management skilis and 1CT 
toois and try to cooperate with the locai businesses. 

Any sensible contractor will do everything possible to retain the existing locai 
knowiedge and know-how as it is readily availabie, as, mentioned by Frost 
(2001). it is necessary and commerciaily effective to continue with the iocal 
smaller contractors and try to teach newer concepts and management practic-
es. That is why continuous improvement and training sort of go hand-in-hand. 
Even contractors in other countries say just about the same responses, as no 
contractor has the sufficient staffing or capacity to perform ali works by them-
selves. It is basicaily the medium sized contractors that might be in jeopardy, 
if they do not wish to be subcontractors. 

3.5 Contractor Selection Criteria 

The selection criterion for the maintenance service provider is also an impor-
tant part of the public tendering process. Now that the "Aiiiance Model" has 
been inctuded in the mix of maintenance models, there is a 100% Quality ele-
ment (other criteria than price) to the selection criteria. 

The results of the project shows that selection criteria vary from 100% price 
to 100% quality and are usually different for each type of model used and with 
the Country practiCes. Tabie 12 aiso shows the typiCal variations in "Contractor 
SeieCtion Criteria" from each Country. 

Of the Countries utilizing the "Cold Climate Model" there is a split between 
the iowest priCes to about 75% priCe. FDOT and British Coiumbia Canada are 
exceptions as FDOT uses 40% price and Bntish Columbia Canada uses 60% 
price for the seleCtion of the maintenance serviCe provider. Of the other "Cold 
Climate Model" countries Estonia and Finland use the 75% price as the others 
(Aiberta Canada, Norway, Ontario Canada, and Sweden) are using essentiaily 
the lowest priCe. 

In countries utilizing the "Anglo-Saxon Model" there is more ConsistenCy in the 
selection criteria, as they are using what is sometimes referred to as "Best Vai-
ue", which uses about 50% priCe or iess for the selection of the maintenance 
service provider. This may be due to the fact that resurfacing and other highly 
skilled aCtivities included in these types of contracts require some evaluation 
of the service provider's competence and ability to perform integrated mainte- 
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nance activities over a long duration. The "Alliance model" (E-MAC model) is 
used in England and has the 100% quality criteria for the contract award. Even 
some countries have utilized or included "risk elements" into the contract. This 
can be quite beneficial as the risks are aiready determined during the procure-
ment process. This is one of the iessons learned from PPP projects, and it has 
the potential to be added to the innovative maintenance contracts. 

The selection process seems to bring debate as to what should be the range 
of price versus other factors. Some concerns have been voiced such as ten-
dering costs, what attributes should be measured, using "Low Bid" systems, 
and compiaints about the fact that tendering system does not seem to be 
transparent. Most do not reaiize that the innovative contracting forms usu-
ally need to incorporate the measurement of competence, project manage-
ment skiiis, expertise in Pavement Management Systems (PMS), and other 
required skiiis. These are usually issues of people's competence, skills, and 
know-how, which cannot be measured on a Iow price basis. Also, because the 
area maintenance contracts are spread across the areas of the country, the 
people skills typicaiiy tend to vary. Another concern is that some contractors 
would like to use the reputation of the company as one the determining criteria 
for competence, but that is flawed because the technical staffing or expertise, 
varies from iocation to Iocation and the know-how is different because the 
peopie are different. 

Methodoiogy is another issue that should be included because the service 
provider is now responsibie for managing and pianning the maintenance strat-
egy, practices, forward planning, and coordinating the supply chain. How is it 
possible to measure the varlous skilis and competences (subjective details) 
on a iowest price basis? Maybe in the future there might be further devel-
opment and make the procedure more objective. It is however possible to 
measure the subjective values in an objective manner as long as the details 
are prescribed before the tendering process and the weighting factors are 
provided in advance. In addition, when using quality based criteria it is quite 
transparent to determine which service provider has offered the higher quality 
leveis when ali tenders are measured and compared against each other. It is 
easy to verify what choices, solutions, and project management skills are be-
ing offered when a "head to head" comparison is made and it becomes quite 
ciear as to who has offered the best quaiity practices. 

Aiso, it is very difficult (or impossibie in many cases) to measure the Quaiity 
Controi (QC) plans, determine the best skills and know-how, and what innova-
tions are proposed when using the low bid (lowest price) method. One objec-
tive of this study was to determine what attributes shouid be measured and 
what practices are used in the actual contracts. Some of the attributes used in 
the maintenance contracts are iisted below. 

• Quaiity plans & QC measures 
• Methodoiogy 
• Project Management skiils (extremeiy important) 
• Environmental considerations 
• Technical skilis 
• Traffic management 
• Reievant experience 
• Pastexperience 
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• Supply chain management 
• Types of equipment used (resources) 
• New - introducing risk matrices are part of tender 

3.5.1 CLIENT RECOMMENDED ATTRIBUTES 

It was also desired to determine what attributes client's desire and what should 
be actually considered, and what factors should be used to measure the win-
ner of a maintenance contract. Figure 14 shows the results af the clients' 
survey and are designated from most important criteria to least important. Not 
ali countries replied to this part of the questionnaire, but a significant majority 
responded. 

Figure 14 Clients' Survey on Quality Selection Factors 

Client's perception is that the most important single issue is the QC plans that 
are submitted by the service provider. Then there is a significant gap to the 
next import factors which are technical skills, methodology, past experience, 
and project management skills. These top five attributes account for approxi-
mately two-thirds of the most important factors that should be determined 
when selecting the winner of a publicly tendered maintenance contract. 

What is quite surprising is that partnering and innovations are not consid-
ered so important, but when these topics are discussed they appear to be 
an important part of the maintenance contracts. Also, surprisingly and even 
lesser important were environment and equipment attributes which were not 
considered as being as significant and maybe this is due to the aiready re-
quired environmental standards that must be achieved under any contracting 
arrangements. The equipment factor was quite interestingly low too, because 
most of the Nordic countries using the "CoId Climate Model" do in fact meas-
ure the type of equipment used, especially for winter maintenance. These 
results maybe swayed by the fact that several countries do not have signifi-
cant winter maintenance operations and equipment issues may not be that 
significant to warmer climates. However, when looking at the Nordic country 
responses there was no broad consideration of equipment being a significant 
factor either. 
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3.5.2 SERVICE PROVIDER RECOMMENDED ATTRIBUTES 

Further, it would be appropriate and interesting to show the results of the serv-
ice providers' survey and these results are shown in Figure 15. These figures 
are presented based upon the replies received from the questionnaires. 

The service providers' perception is that the most important singe issue is the 
"methodology". The service provider's main concern is to demonstrate how 
the plans, equipment, and strategy are to be utilized to meet the maintenance 
requirements stated in the contract. There is a somewhat significant gap to 
the next important factor which is the past experience of the service provid-
ers'. This factor is a measure of past performance of the service providers 
from past contracts and is seen as an important indicator by the service pro-
viders'. This factor demonstrates the accountability, trust, and performance 
of the service provider. This is an important observation, which makes sense 
to the obvious observer. However, there are very few contracts that have an 
interactive past experience rating system, which would affect the potential to 
win contracts. This may be due to labor, union issues, and the legal implica-
tions of this type of practice. 

Figure 15 Contractors' Survey on Quality Selection Factors 

There is another gap to the next important attribute which is the relevant ex-
perience, which indicates that lack of experience is not desired and may have 
a negative influence on performance. These three attributes account for ap-
proximately 42% of the most important factors when the winner of a publicly 
tendered maintenance contract is to be determined. Then the next important 
aspect is QC pans, foliowed ctosely by technical skifls, project management 
skills, partnering, and innovation. 

It is quite interesting that these top five factors account for about 63% of the 
criteria. It can be assumed that these are core issues encountered by the 
service providers when a contract is tendered and what issues are needed to 
actuafly perform the works. 
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Also, similar to the client response, such parameters as environment, traffic 
management, equipment, and affect on small business were not considered 
as being SO significant. However, the contractors did not consider traffic man-
agement as important compared to the client's response. 

3.5.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN CLIENT & SERVICE PROVIDER 

The results from the survey on "contractor selection criteria" do however show 
similarity in that the following attributes were rated as the top six most impor-
tant by both the clients and the service providers. 

• Quality Plans & QC Measures 
• Methodology 
• Project Management Skills 
• Technical SkiIIs 
• Relevant Experience 
• Past Experience 

Even though the importance of each attnbute (or weighting) was different it 
was interesting to note than these top six attributes were the same. This might 
be a lesson learned that these six attributes are to be considered when includ-
ing non-price issues in the public tendering process. 

Also, the weighting differences between these attributes probably diifer from 
the main role of each organization. Clients desire to receive best quality at a 
certain designated price and have a strong belief that QC is an accurate re-
fiection of quaIit while the service providers need to determine how to config-
ure their organization and supply chain to meet the needs of a given contract 
that is competitive amongst alI those offering a valid tender. 

Another difference is that traffic management is rated higher by the clients 
than contractors. This also depends upon the maintenance type activity being 
performed and the need not to disturb the traveling public as much as possi-
ble. Resurfacing and bridge repair are good examples of the impact of traffic 
management versus grass mowing, sign replacement/removal, and cleaning. 
The road authority is the public entity responsible for most of the complaints 
and feedback form the road users. 

3.5.4 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

At times the public procurement changes and any new laws or regulations can 
affect the consideration of the factors discussed above. Even the new recent 
EU procedures are no exception, which can determine how and when these 
attributes can be applied. It is important to identify these legal issues and de-
termine what aspects can and cannot be included in the selection of mainte-
nance providers. Some states in the USA require the low bid as a mandatory 
requirement when procuring maintenance contracts. 

As mentioned earlier, it is the institutional and cultural practices that sometimes 
determine why there are differences between the methods applied in different 
countries. It appears that there is no universal standard while some coun- 
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tries are willing to consider other factors than price. For construction projects 
Hughes e. a. (2006) concludes that selection should be based on other than 
price, but the same philosophy can also be applied to maintenance type con-
tracts, where other factors should be considered and what added "value" cari 
be gained. Selection based upon value and other attributes is difficult and 
requires accountability in the public sector. There needs to be a demand or 
desire away from the well-worn traditional procedures. 

3.55 PRICE VERSUS QUALITY 

In addition to what attributes were suggested it was also good to determin' 
what percentage of price versus quality should be used in these maintenance 
contracts. As mentioned this can be a very sensitive point, but many experts. 
reports and results do indicate that there are better results when there are 
more value or quality aspects. How to determine the correct batance might 
be considered a key lesson to be learned when pursuing these types of prac 
tices. The resutts from this survey are summarized in Table 1 3. 

Client Range 
	Service Provider Range 

20% Price to 	 20% Priceto 
Range 	 80% Price 	 70% Price 

Average 	 57% Pnce 
	 57% Price 

Table 13 Price Range for Maintenance Contracts 

These results are extremely interesting even though there were more clients 
responding to the survey than service providers. Also, from a research point 
there are not enough data, but the figures are astounding. On average the 
client and service provider perception were essentiaily the same even though 
the range and direct answers were totally different. Even the first author is sur -
prised and thought that there would be a significant difference between client 
and service provider perspectives. 

Again it does depend upon the type of contract model as the 'Cold Climate 
Model" average is 65% price and the "Anglo-Saxon Model" averages 45% 
price. It would have been better to have more data, but even some state-
ments can be affirmed from the limited data. lt is certain that most clients 
would desire to get away from the lowest price situation and the same goes 
for the service providers. It appears that both agree that there should be some 
method to measure competency and performance. 

3.6 Resurfacing Summary 

The separate resurfacing contracts are stili tendered very traditionally and 
aimost ali these contracts are low bid, with very strict technical specifications 
and details. During the course of this study no country has developed fully 
performance based specifications for resurfacing contracts. These are stili 
under development and many clients are not able to establish a true perform- 
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ance based specification. In Frost (1997) the development of true perform-
ance specifications is a slow, tedious, and frustrating process and wiil take 
substantial time and effort to change this traditional mentality. It appears that 
the additional risks to the resurfacing contractors are probably too much to 
manage and stili favors a traditional approach. 

In Finland and in most Nordic countries resurfacing contracts have a shorter 
window of opportunity to resurface the roads before the next cold and winter 
weather approaches. Most of the asphalt is recycled and usually hot mixed 
("recycling train") and it is easier to have a corridor approach to resurfac-
ing. Also transporting ali the equipment across different regions is not cost 
effective or efficient. In practicality it would also be difficult to resurface ali the 
roads desired in the road network dunng the short mild/summer season and 
it would significantly affect the congestion to the traveling public, freight, and 
commercial transport. 

Table 14 highlights some of the main issues in resurfacing contracts and many 
details are not mentioned as resurfacing is a case by case issue, and techni-
cal details are numerous. The main summary from this table is that just about 
ali resurfacing contracts are awarded to the Iowest bidder (New Zealand is 
the exception), most countries recycle or reuse the asphalt over as much as 
possible (except contaminated or differing types), and the normal warranty is 
between 1-3 years, with the exception on Ontario Canada, which has a few 
pilot test case for 7 years. New Zealand is the only country that has the op-
tion to use either lowest price or a weighted average of about 70% price and 
30% other factors. It was sort of a surprise to Iearn that the most countries do 
not have extended warranties or that they are not cost effective, but one can 
understand that the risks are so great that it is difficult for the asphalt com-
panies to manage traffic and external risks. In order to increase the durability 
and quality it is a matter of costs, determining the right solutions for that road, 
the road structure of good quality, finding local quality materiais, proper equip-
ment/workmanship, and performance at nominal weather conditions. There 
are other variabies too and achieving higher quality is one issue, while the 
other risks may even be more extensive. 
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Warranty 
RECYCLING 

LOWEST 
COMMENTS 

(Years) PRICE 

Alberta, 1 Extended Warranties are 
YES YES 

Canada 3 Extended not cost effective 

British Columbia 
1 YES YES 

Canada 

Ontario, 1 No resuit 
YES YES 

Canada 3-7 Years warrantie 

Estonia 1 YES YES 

Norway 2 
YES YES Accepts alternative bids 

Main Road - 5 

Sweden Triggers Values are impor- 
2 YES YES 

tant 

Finland 2 
YES VES 

Main Road - 5 

Holland Pavernents known to ast ( 
3 YES YES 

years 

Australia Usually Recycled - 0ff Site 

(VIC-Roads) 
2 YES YES 

Yearly Resurface 10% 

Australia Included in Term Network 
NIA NIA N/A 

Western, Australia Contract & Usualty chip seal 

England Very Derived lnctuded in MAC or Works 

Littte Prices Framework Contracts 

New Zeatand 70% Price PSMC includes resurfacing 
1 YES 

30% Quality (tJsually Chip Seal) 

USA 
1 YES YES 

(NCDOT) 

USA 
In-Situation - 

0ff Site Demand Superpave & Usu- 
Passl FaU YES 

(MDSHA) ally Nighttime Paving. 
Criteria 

USA 
None NO YES Usually off Site Recycling 

(VDOT) 
Usually oft Site recychng. 

USA 
3 YES YES Yearly resurface about 6% 

(FDOT) of the network 

Table 14 Resurfacing Contract Summary 

Note: PSMC refers to Performance Specified Maintenance Contracts 

3.7 Quality 

Quality is an important part of the process and the maintenance aspects do 
not receive the same level of care as capital projects. Quality can also be 
quite subjective and depends upon the "eye of the behoider", especially when 
the "road user" is concerned. Customer perception leveis are quite often at a 
different level as compared to the perspective of the road authorities. Most 
road authorities have some form of quality systems in place and specify the 
"Level of Service" (LOS) or often known as the "Performance Specifications or 
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Functional Requirements". In routine maintenance contracts it is very difficult 
to measure ali the actual service leveis achieved, because it would require an 
extremely large amount of data coilection and analysis, and these are usu-
aily obtained via visual type measures. This is especially true for the winter 
maintenance and it is not feasible yet even though it is a very important safety 
issue. 

Figure 16 shows an example of the large amount of visual activities needed 
and one can visualize the large amount of data needed to collect from these 
various maintenance activities. Several countries do in fact measure the per-
formance of routine maintenance activities and typically evaluate approxi-
mately 10% of the data to extrapolate statistical performance results. Otten 
statistical analysis tools assist the assessment of the various maintenance 
activities to determine a condition survey of these assets. Some even publish 
road and asset condition evaluation in some form of maintenance condition 
survey and reports. Also, some countries determined that it was not important 
to measure these parameters, and apparently reverted to the results of overali 
customer satisfaction surveys. For exampie, Finland uses a Pass/Fail system 
along with a customer service survey and national telephone complaint sys-
tem to report any deficiencies. 

There have been good systems and maintenance management tools devel-
oped for tunneis, bridges and pavements. There are systems that are very ob-
jective and include Bridge Management Systems (BMS), Tunnel Management 
Systems (TMS), and Pavement Management Systems (PMS). These are peri-
odic maintenance aspects that typically are tendered via separate contracts. 

MEASURING PERFORMANCE 

Pavements Guard Rail Winter 
Maintenance 

(J'MS) (Vku Visual) 

Bridges ____________ 
([N4S ) 

Line 
Marking 

Visual 

1 Lighting, Signsl 
& Signals 
( Visual) 

Tunneis 
(tMS) 

Drainae 

Vi sua) 

Cleaning 

Visual) 

Gravel Road Veetation & 
rash 

Cracks & 
Potholes 

(Visual) V sua)) (Visuat) 

Source: Pakkala (2005) 
Figure 16 Large Amount of Visual Data Needed 

Based upon the surveys and interviews from the various road authorities and 
service providers there have been very innovative practices and approaches 
to retain the public values and quality. Some of these are quite simple and may 
outwardly appear obvious, butthey can really affect the quality leveis when im-
plemented correctly. The subsequent list highlights the main techniques and 
practices that were used to retain the public authorities' quality values. 
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• QC and quality plans by contractors (contractual agreement) 
• In order to Increase quality - increase inspection (costly) 
• Simple solution - raise the quality specifications or standards 
• Training of contractors & subcontractors (pre-season & kickoff meetings) 
• Strict penalties for non-performance after repeated failure (however - cre-

ates lack of trust) 
• Using Quality Based Selection (QBS) criteria for contract award 
• Automated customer complaint feedback system automatically directed to 

the service provider 
• Customer surveys 
• Good communication - meetings, problem resolution, & focus groups (or 

road charters) 
• Partnering - project level & strategic level or partnering board 
• Guidance handbook 
• Maintenance Rating Program (MRP) or statistical evaluation of assets 
• Some form af interactive web-based, automated, & flexible "Maintenance 

Management System" 
• Good software tools (billing, scheduling, & inspection) 
• Monitoring the performance of the subs 
• UK - Performance Review lmprovement Delivery (PRIDE) 
• Western Australia has a performance review framework to measure and 

assess the contractors performance against contract objectives (can use 
also to drive performance & decision making) 

• Having some type of Continuous lmprovement Process (CIP) - UK 
• Post performance evaluation of service providers 
• Contractor rating system that includes post evaluation 
• Semi-annual or annual evaluation of assets (client & contractor) 
• Have a modern/innovative Road Weather Information System (RWIS) 
• GPS systems for monitoring snow plow activities (Finnish Keiju system) 

When QC is relinquished to the contractor, then the QC plans are essential 
as they will determine the standard of practice used by the contractor for that 
entire project duration. This also becomes a contractual obiigation. In most 
countries the QC Ied by the contracting authority is working reasonably well, 
but for others it is learning process and requires some degree of development 
and fine tuning. 

As noted above, there is also a simple solution to improve quality, but it would 
be an expensive alternative. Simply raising the minimum technical and per-
formance standards would provide higher quality leveis or the other alternative 
is to increase inspection to verify that the quality demanded is actually being 
implemented. Both these simple solutions would probably cost more and it 
would be difficult to gain acceptance in the client organizations and amongst 
the funding authorities. These alternatives are probably not likely since the 
most road authority organizations are downsizing, gradually osing experience 
and expertise, and lack the resources. 

3.8 Conclusions 

Most road authorities in this survey are outsourcing a major portion of their 
routine maintenance activities except for a few states in the USA, with Florida 
DOT (FDOT) being the main exception. Maintenance via some form of con- 
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tract varies between countries and activities inciuded in the contracts. Cuiturai 
and locai differences appear to be the singie most apparent deviation for using 
different approaches to maintenance contracting. Next, there are two forms 
of maintenance modeis that seem to be the most commoniy practiced and 
these are the "Coid Climate Modei" (routine maintenance activities) and the 
"Angio-Saxon modei" (more integrated maintenance contracts). These were 
discussed in detail in Section 3.3 and Table 12 shows the main characteris-
tics. Aiso, many countries can simuitaneously use several types of modeis, 
depending upon the advantages and better value for money. 

For those other countries that are not outsourcing performance-based main-
tenance contracts it wili be a significant chaiienge, on how to open the market 
to contract maintenance. It wouid be wise to investigate the progression of 
successful and advanced countries, and iearn those practices, potential pit-
falis, the Iessons iearned, and by having a deliberate process in achieving the 
vision set forth. 

One significant finding is that there have been no new 10-year Performance 
Specified Maintenance Contracts (PSMC) type contracts in New Zeaiand or 
other Angio-Saxon countries. Based upon the observations during the in-
terviews these types of contracts have not produced successful results as 
expected. Otherwise, if they were successfui they may have continued the 
progression and influence eisewhere. We beiieve that this may be due to in-
tegrating periodic maintenance with routine maintenance into one contract, 
and not the duration of the contract. Apparentiy the affect on the supply chain 
management is not as beneficiai when using the "Angio-Saxon modei". 

Another significant trend is that most countries have extended the contract 
period duration with most agreements being between 7-10 years. in the pro-
gression of advanced countries, the trend started at three year agreements, 
and then progressed toward 5 years. The next phases of contracts are seen 
between 7-10 years, and a few are contempiating longer agreements, but it 
may take time to implement them. These agreements seem to be favorabie 
both to the road authority and service providers/contractors. in Pakkala (2003) 
it was anticipated that there might be a future potential to increase the dura-
tion of maintenance contracts to 25 years or even more. However, this has not 
occurred even though there is some consideration of longer term arrange-
ments. After ali PPP contracts aiready inciude a provision for about 20 years 
or more for both the routine and periodic maintenance. 

A new modei caiied "Aiiiance modei" (caiied E-MAC in Engiand) has been 
recentiy utilized in Engiand. This is seen as the potential rep?acement for the 
PSMC modei, as several "Angio-Saxon" countries are discussing the feasibii-
ity of impiementing the "Aiiiance modei". This new model appears to be prom-
ising and iots of equitabie features have positive characteristics, but there are 
no resuits to date or data that support any conciusions. The aiiiance modei 
may be seen as a repiacement for the PSMC where resuits are not as ex-
pected. 

Most of the maintenance modeis can be characterized with the foiiowing: 

• Savings in these contracts during the eariy years of adaptation vary from 
10-40% 
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• Most are performance based or contain Leveis of Service (LOS) 
• Contract durations are now about 7-10 years (BC, Canada is now at 10 

year duration) 
• Most contracts are "Iump sum" or "hybrid" 
• There is a split in the contractor selection criteria between iowest price and 

"best value" 
• Bundling of activities varies, but routine maintenance seems to be the most 

common 
• Equipment and project management innovations appear to be the most 

dominant 
• Partnering and trust are stiil important throughout the supply chain 
• Writing clear and concise contracts is difficuit (especially when inciuding 

pubiic values & ethics) 

One final thought reiating to maintenance contracting can be seen in Figure 
17. it is difficult to get ali the aspects perfectiy correct during the first stages 
of outsourcing and impiementation of maintenance contracts. It is a iearning 
process that needs to find the "Sweet Spot" for effective maintenance. Find-
ing this "Sweet Spot" requires wisdom, good management, understanding the 
maintenance market, and the ability to determine and appiy a balanced risk. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Finding the "Sweet Spot" for Effective Maintenance Contracting 

COMPETENCE & COMPETITIOW 

CORRECT 
RISKS 	 QUALITY 

With TRUST& PARTNERING 

Source: Pakkala (2006) 

Figure 17 Sweet Spot from Effective Maintenance 
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4 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

When it comes to "Performance indicators" terminology is quite confusing as 
so many different countries are using different names and there is no common 
standard. Some countries use terminology such as Performance lndicators 
(P1), 'Key Performance indicators" ( KPl), asset Ievel indicators, strategic level 
indicators, and the Iist goes on. It reafly depends upon which administration 
level of Performance Indicators" is being referred. It is intended that the fol-
lowing information will attempt to clarify the meaning of "Performance lndica-
tors" and demonstrate how they are referred to in this study. 

The following set of explanations and visual aids will attempt to show some 
logic and reason behind the schemes when discussing indicators. When dis-
cussing issues at the highest level of government, usually the Ministry of 
Transport or Department of Transportation, the "Performance Indicators" are 
defined as those measures at the highest level or "Strategic Indicators". These 
are usually aligned to society goals, road user concerns, poIitical, and some-
times key stakehoider demands. This strategic level usually includes mobility, 
accessibility, safety, environment, customer satisfaction, cost effectiveness, 
organizationai excellence, and even security is being added due to giobal ter-
rorism. The term used in this study to describe these P1 is being termed as 
"Strategic lndicators". Many countries are aiready using these measures and 
they usually inciude an objective, outcome, and a target level. Obviously, these 
"Strategic Indicators" need to be measured objectively or in some Iogical man-
ner. it takes time to develop these and requires a few years of practice in order 
to determine if the "Strategic Indicators" have been achieved or not. 

Usually, the next level of government or responsibility for the roads is the road 
authority or road administration. Some of the potential indicators for the road 
authority might be operational safety, efficient delivery of services, cost effec-
tiveness or accountability, road user satisfaction, environmental consideration, 
quality or service leveis, organizationai excellence, program delivery, com-
munications, and key stakehoider relationships. These indicators are calied 
Operational Performance 1 ndicators" (OPI). 

Then the next level down couid be termed as "Asset Performance indicators" 
(API), which measures the asset condition of the various road assets. Usually 
the road authority manages the data coIlection and many even have a condi-
tion assessment report that describes the status of the assets at that period in 
time. For example: network condition, bridge condition, road condition, quality, 
and environmental 

However, as time goes forward the asset condition can change and is impor -
tant to determine the deterioration of the assets 50 that there is intervention 
before any particular asset faiIs. This data is also important to demonstrate 
the budget needs and requirements and how the asset condition is affected. 

These different leveis of indicators are shown in Figures 18 and 19 which 
attempt to describe the relationship between the different indicators. Some 
indicators like environment, safety, and customer service tend to be common 
at ali levels and there is a strong correlation of these measures from the lower 
to the strategic level indicators. Also, many measures have no commonality 
between them and it is significant to notice that there are "missing gaps". 
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One objective of this study was to determine if any "Strategic Indicators" were 
used in the contracts for either capitai projects or maintenance contracts. The 
results of the international study reveal that there are some missing gaps 
between these higher-ievei performance measures and those performance 
measures that are used in the contracts. None of these so cailed 'Strategic 
Indicators" were used in contracts, as it is difficuit for any service provider to 
meet them, nevertheless it is important to understand the meaning, and ali the 
detaiis inciuded. However, these "Strategic indicators" are incorporated or at 
tempted to incorporate the transiation of these measures into understandable 
technical and performance requirements. These requirements or standards 
are what are typically used in the actual contracts. Thse 3re at a awer eve 
than Strategic lndicators, OPIs', and APis accordingly 

Performance Indicator Matrix 

Strategic Indicators" Operational Performance "Asset Performance 
Indicators Indicators" 

1 _/_ 1 1 
Mobility 	 / Operational Safety 	/ Network Conditlon 

• 	Accessibillty 	 / \ Efflcient Dellvery / .\ Bridge Conditlon 

• 	Safety 
Cost Effectiveness - 	Road User Satisfaction/ • 	Road Condition 

• 	Environment • 	Environmental Perf. • 	Quality 

• 	Customer Satisfaction • 	Aseet Management • 	Environmental 

Organizational Efficlenc' • 	Servlce Leveis • 	Etc. 

j m 	Cost Effectiveness • 	iOrganlzational Excel. 
Program Delivery / Communicatlons 
Xey Stakeholders 

Policy 

•! 	Etc. 

- 	

- 

N Goals 
GAPS 

Figure 18 Performance Indicator Measures 

Performance Indicator Matrix 

"Performance 	 "Technical 
Specifications" 	 Specifications" 

1 
• IRI 	 7 	\ Gravel Properties & Size 

• Skld Resistance 	/ 	 Patching Material 

• Rutting 	 Viscosity 

• Cracking & Texture 	 • Permeability Standards 

• Durability 	 • Geotechnical Stability 

• Maintenance Service Levls 	 • Equipment Specifications 

• Snow Removal 	 / & Standards 

Performance Standard 	 • Ground Stabilization 

• Etc. 	 , 	Etc. 

)evcIopiu 
GAPS 

Figure 19 Performance & Technical Standards 
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it might be easier to understand the continuity of Performance indicators and 
measures from another example from the Highways Agency in England. See 
Figure 20 which shows a correiation between many aspects of Highways 
Agency (HA) aims, Baianced ScoreCard (BSC), HA objectives, and Measure-
ment streams. 

Highways Agency (2006) has more detaiis on how these measures can be 
utiiized and the management pian in Highways Agency (2006) inciudes infor-
mation on how the process has been developed through the accountabUity as-
pects within the entire organization. It should aiso be noted that the Balanced 
ScoreCard (BSC) is being used. Some countries are further ahead in the 
development and use of Performance indicators and many of them utilize the 
BSC in some manner. Others are using a red, yeliow and green light system 
for easy identification of the poor, good, and neutrai parameters, from the BSC 
framework. This type of system is a nice and simpiified system and can be 
easiiy understood by road users too. Aithough it is a more simplified system, it 
is abie to foiiow the performance of many important aspects that are identified 
by measures and targets. 

Source: Highways Agency 

Figure 20 Highways Agency Performarice Measures 

in Finland the "Management Triangie" concept is used at both the road au-
thority and aiso at the transport ministry ievei. This is similar to the Baianced 
ScoreCard (BSC) concept except that it is in a triangie form. The impacts to 
society and the customer service leveis are the externai performance criteria 
and the internai aspects are the operational efficiency and competence of the 
organization in order to achieve the requirements set out in the management 
by objectives. Refer to Figure 21 for visuai representation of the "Management 
Tri a ng 1 e". 
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These are some examples in which "Performance lndicators" are used in road 
authority organizations. It is more of a management and administrative so that 
there is an objective system to measure the performance and accountability 
of governmental organizations. Even though these performance measures 
cannot be directly transferred into the maintenance and construction contracts 
there is some form of benchmarking to indicate the status and performance 
of key objectives. 

The previous examples show that both England and Finland have made a 
move to connect the various leveis of performance indicators with each other 
and also that a number of missing gaps remain. It is important to note that 
there are also other countries that are using these or similar systems. Map-
ping the Iinks between the leveis and pointing out how these Iinks could be 
strengthened in theory is only a first step. In order to actually implement these 
connections, filling in the gaps, organizing work processes along these lines 
and ensuring that monitoring and feedback loops will require a lot more intel-
lectual and organizational effort. At the time of writing, the capacity for such 
an undertaking was not available, leaving the question whether devising a 
well-functioning performance evaluation system will be achieved. 

Management Triangle 
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 impacts  
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traffic safe4y 
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reol Gompetition 

motroation eto 

Source: Firinra & MOTC 

Figure 21 Management Triangle 

Some of the main benefits for the use of these types of systems or indicators 
can be summarized as foliows: 

• Good internal benchmark of organizational performance 
• Good benchmark on road network performance 
• Accountability throughout the organization 
• Determining the overali understanding of performance against targets 
• Budget can be objectively related to actual conditions 
• Potential for budget to drive the needs and correct deficiencies 
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Some of the weaknesses with this type of systems or indicators can be sum-
marized as foliows: 

Cannot be used as a benchmark against other countries systems 
Difficult to determine what aspects and why things improved or deterio-
rated 
Need several years of data to determine any trends, shortfalls, & results 

Conclusions; 

• Countries basically having differing indicators and systems 
• Feedback loop is desired 
• Accountability throughout the organization 
• StiH needs further development 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The conciusions wili be divided into two sections, one called "Capitai Invest-
ments" and the other is termed "Maintenance Practices". 

Capital Investments 

The traditional or DBB method continues to be the dominating project deliv-
ery method for road projects in most of the countries. However, use of the 
innovative project delivery methods like Design-BuiId and PPP is increasing 
and more countries are adapting these practices. There have been numerous 
reports, positive results, and increased satisfaction with the Design-Buiid and 
PPP modeis. PPP is enticing many countries due to significant reductions in 
pubiic spending and the private finance option makes it very attractive. Private 
finance and the PPP model should not be taken for granted, as it requires 
significant due diligence and understanding of ali the consequences and is 
worthy of detaiied investigation. 

The main new methods uncovered during the study are the "Ailiance model" 
and Eariy Contractor invoivement" (EC1). These are in the eariy stages and 
there is not enough quantitative resuits to make any conciusions at this time. 

When progressing to these innovative modeis it can involve a great deal of 
effort and investigation because the concepts are quite new and there are sig-
nificant issues that need to be considered. Results indicate that the benefits 
are significant; thus further development and continuous improvement of the 
modeis can be a worthy goal. 

There are five main categories highiighting the practices and concepts that 
describe the key aspects of innovative contracting methods. Firstiy, it should 
be realized that taking on these newer and innovative project delivery meth-
ods requires a significant learning process. The countries that have achieved 
those results have gone through a significant effort and process that has dem-
onstrated strong ieadership and good management practices. it shouid be 
noted that this was not achieved over night and there have been some road 
blocks and problematic areas, but continuous improvement should be used to 
determine the optimum model characteristics. 

The transfer of risks is almost the most significant single issue. Most contrac-
tors are typicaiiy risk evasive and only the more advanced contractors seem to 
be accepting and managing these risks. This may be the reason for the some-
what deiiberate process as it takes champions in the industry to begin accept-
ing risks through these newer methods. Once risk management is beginning 
to mature then there can be optimization of risks and a steady practice of 
which party is responsibie to risks to a certain level. 

involving the contractor into the project at the eariiest possibie planning phas-
es is another aspect of innovating practices. This is where the constructability, 
cost optimization, any early impact to support innovative concepts into the de-
sign can be achieved. Usuaiiy this occurs after contract award when there can 
usuaiiy be very Iittle changes to the design. Even better wouid be to involve 
the main actors in a spirit of true teamwork, partnership, and a Ieadership ap-
proach, which is the intent of the "Ailiance model". 
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Quaiity and pubiic values are very important and these key aspects shouid not 
be compromised. it is important to verify that the pianning and design criteria 
are maintained to equai or better compared to traditionai methods. Quality 
Controi by contractors can be a form of monitoring quaiity during the construc-
tion phase, and having the correct ievel of performance specifications may 
increase the potential for innovations or aiternative concepts. Aiso, by having 
significant quality elements in the tendering versus price may attract higher 
quality contractors as it requires a higher ievel of quality measurements. if 
allowed, a contractor and professionai services interactive rating system, that 
is truiy measuring some level of actuai performance, would probabiy provide 
better resuits. 

Finaily, the road authority needs to understand that a weli balanced procure-
ment portfolio package will continue to sustain the market base of contractors 
and professional services. A proper strategy to incorporate the correct model 
for the appropriate project, compensation in the form of stipends to offset the 
higher tendering costs in the innovate modeis, non iow-bid practices for these 
innovative modeis, and at the appropriate times to use restrictive bidding to 
maximum of three tenders for fuii pricing quotes after being short Iisted. 

These can be summarized as foliows: 

Learning Process: 

• As a iogicai progression, Design-Build shouid be the first modei tested 
• Takes time to impiement 
• Creating trust with industry takes time 
• Continual learning process - reengineering the modeis 
• Performance specifications should be deveioped for Design-Build and ali 

reiated DB modeis 
• Standardization of contracts & continuity amongst ali regionai road authori-

ties 

Risks: 

• Knowiedge and competence of risks 
• Aliocating risks to the proper party 
• Risk optimization 

Gains by Eariy Contractor invoivement (EC1): 

• Using the Eariy Contractor involvement (EC1) model 
• Minimize design deveiopment to < 30% or iess 
• Potential of the "Aiiiance model" 

Quality: 

• QC by contractor 
• Quaiity Based Selection criteria for contract award 
• Performance Specifications 
• Contractor rating program 
• Professional services rating program 
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Procurement Portfolio: 

• Having a proper procurement strategy & project portfoiio 
• Having expertise in ali modeis & disseminated to ali regional personnel 
• Offset higher tendering cost by compensation via stipends 
• Consider short listing to a maximum of 3 tenders for medium and large 

projects 
• Consider the use of integrated phases for professional consuitants for con-

tinuity 
• No low bid tenders for the innovative modeis (except really small projects) 

in addition to these findings and more of the authors' experience and recom-
mendation, the foliowing figure can help explain the need to have wise deci-
sions made at the earliest outset of any project and one that can be delivered 
as quickly as possible. Many do not realize the total duration of a project can 
be 10 years or longer after project conception and moving through the govern-
mental approval process, in which many events can occur before the project 
can be authorized and later on completed. Therefore, if it possible to use a 
situation where ali customer needs, environmental aspects, public values, and 
"best for ali attitude" can be used at the eariiest concept then a picture might 
be deveioped as shown in Figure 22. (The light blue shaded area is the area 
where most decisions are finalized by the "Alliance team"). Thus, the method 
that comes close to this type of practice is the "Alliance model" as the key 
decisions are done eariy, has a ieadership phiiosophy, a joint or real teaming 
approach, and a best for project attitude. 
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typically done after 	 make 
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' 	 / Savrngs 
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, 
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TIME 

Figure 22 Effective & Efficienf Decision Making Potential (VE curve) 

Maintenance Practices 

During the earlier years of procurement of maintenance activities and during 
the first transition to outsourcing, the services were purchased yearly or via 
multi-year agreements, using separate contracts for each activity, and usually 
with a labor rate or unit price. Next, performance-based routine maintenance 
contracts began with 3 year contracts with service leveis for quality standards 
and were typicaliy unit price or hybrid contracts. The next progression was 
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to longer and more lump sum type contracts. More recently there have been 
more integrated contracts (periodic and routine maintenance), for a longer 
duration, basically lump sum contracts, using performance criteria or Leveis of 
Service (LOS), and using more of a partnering concept. Table 12 in the main-
tenance section of this report shows a summary of the different maintenance 
practice used by the countries in this study. 

Figure 23 shows the international deveiopment of maintenance practices and 
is stili the development trend in today's maintenance practices. In short the re-
sults from this study continue to verify this trend of development and continue 
to be a valid strategy that many continue to follow. British Columbia, Canada 
has somewhat pushed the development as compared to the similar study in 
2001, and ali the routine maintenance contracts are of 10 year duration. 

The main message is to understand that it probably will require a long and 
deliberate process to advance from the in-house model (traditional model) 
directly to fully performance based routine maintenance contracts. There are 
so many development issues and concerns for impiementation and it would 
be wise to progress deliberately along the upward slope of Figure 23 to the 
more progressive modeis. 

The main new development is the inclusion of the "Alliance model" or what 
is termed E-MAC in England. This is a recent development and appears that 
this is a potential replacement of the Performance Specified Maintenance 
Contracts (PSMC) type contracts in the Anglo-Saxon countries. Also, it was 
noticed that the results from these PSMC type practices have not been as 
expected and the "Alliance Model" is being investigated as a potential replace-
ment for PSMC. 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

• Innovation 
• Financirig 

• Contract • Allianclng 

Duration Separate Consultlng & • PSMC 

• Fiexibility Physical Works 
Contracts 	 • Hybrid 

• Contractor 
Risks "Conventional 

• Productivity 
contracts" umt PrICC 

• Cost Savings 

• Own Forces 

Input 	 Output Outcome 
Driven 	 Driven Driven 

Source: Porter (2001) 

Figure 23 International Maintenance Development 
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In summary the foliowing highlights the development of maintenance con-
tracti ng: 

• Opening the market to maintenance has been key issue and a deliberate 
process of development should be considered before advancing straight 
towards the advanced modeis (Figure 23) 

• Outsourcing af performance-based routine maintenance has demonstrat-
ed successful results 

• Longer-term agreements - about 7-10 years 
• Lump Sum or Hybrid type contracts (Combination of Lump Sum and Unit 

Price) 
• Using quality-based contractor selection methods 
• Most innovations have been equipment related, ICT, and Project Manage-

ment 
• Alliance model appears to have good potential 
• Partnering and trust are stili relevant (both C'ient & Sub-Contractors) 
• Integrating periodic maintenance with routine maintenance is suspect and 

should be cautiously considered 

There are many nationa and international Iessons to be Iearned and under-
stood when progressing to the advanced performance based maintenance 
modeis. There are so many considerations to be taken into account and it 
is wise to study the developments, Iessons Iearned, affects of outsourcing, 
possibly changing the market, and a paradigm change especially for the road 
authorities. Change is difficult (especially for public organizations), but it is 
necessary in keeping pace in today's society and the desire to progress into 
best practices that produce better services at a fair investment. 
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APPENDIX A - LESSONS LEARNED FROM CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

There have been numerous Iessons Iearned throughout the progression of 
this study as well as those reported in other numerous reports, which contain 
valuable suggestions. The foliowing summarizes some of the common les-
Sons Iearned and attempts to quantify the good practices that were uncovered 
during the course of this project. These good practices should not be con-
fused with those fully accepted by formal best practices procedures. 

Main Theme Lesson Learned 

Communication • Good open communication is essential through the project 

and cooperation development to its completion (many understand this issue, but it is 

with lndustry difficuit to put into practice in real projects) 
• Working together - client, contractor, research organizations & 

ali main organizations in supply chain in the development of new 
modeis, innovations, systems, and practices. When moving 
towards new modeis and ctianging practices, it requires good 
leadership, a lot of time, open communication, and willingness to 
pursue the "greater good" for the benefit of society 

• Create trust (this takes time and successful implementation - client, 
contractors & consultants) 

• Develop a procurement strategy with industry inputs via forums or 
equivalent 

• Diverse portfolio of projects delivery methods to balance the 
construction market 

• Several years forward planning of construction projects 
• Transparent and equitable procurement process 
• Coordinate projects with other infra sectors - overheating of 

marketplace & work 
• Utilize E-commerce for tendering 

Road Authority • Understanding that moving toward innovative processes takes a 

Development great deal of time. This includes challenging new concepts, change 

and impiementa- management, key champions, bold decisions, hard and diligent 

tion of Innova- effort, and a willing culture to move forward. So calied good 

tive Practices "Leadership"! 
• There are several successful projects for ali given project delivery 

methods 
• International meetings, benchmarking, sharing information, 

research, visits, conferences & exchanges provide extra value that 
cannot normaily be obtained in any form of pubiication 

• Performance specifications (functional requirements) are a vital 
part in these innovative models. It is a very siow process of 
deveiopment and is a key lacking aspect, which reduces the 
potential benefits of the Design-Build and its vanations. 

• Client's experts ability or non-ability to approve innovations and 
Alternative Technicai Concepts (ATCs) 

• Different practices between the regionai offices in road authorities 
and lack of clear continuity between them. Fuil standardization of 
practices not observed. 

• Environmental & ROW risks are important to overcome and 
difficult to minimize and transfer to service providers. Many should 
be resolved before tender or having preliminary approval. 

• Bundling of small projects provides gains & efficiencies and works 
reasonabiy weil 
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Main Theme Lesson Learned 

Road Authority • Continual re-engineering of the procurement models - or 

Development continuous improvement 

and Impiementa- • Traffic management is an expertise that has not been fully devel- 

tion of Innova- oped by the private sector and requires substantial improvement 

tivo Practices • Consider having an interactive contractor rating system 
• Consider having an interactive consultant rating system 
• How to effectively manage the utihties during projects 

Design-Bid- • Lump sum contracts provide potential benefits for contractors 
Build (DBB) (avoids unit price quarrels) 

• Partnering is important 
• Using financial rewards and penalties 
• Start using QC by Contractors 
• Abillty to measure Alternative Technical Concepts (ATC) 
• Not Low-Bid selection criteria (includes other type measures 

aligned with project objectives) 
• Consider other options like A+B bidding, Lane Rental, & Incentives 

and disincentives 
• lnclude LCC if possible (some do after tender award) 

• Consider Value Engineering as early as possible 
• Utizing advanced project management information systems & 

ICT tools 

• Good communications, quicker responses to questions & inquiries, 
and better management 

Design-Buitd • It is important to understand ali aspects, impiementation issues, 

(DB) time to develop correctly, and re-engineer the Design-Buiid model 
according to local practices. US DOT & FHWA (2006) and Koppinen 

& Landenpera (2004) are great resources for understanding 
Design-Build and model improvements 

• There is a large gap of understanding, expertise, and knowledge 
with Design-Build modeis amongst the client organization's experts, 
especially at the regional level. Even greater differences were noted 
between the regional offices 

• Develop Performance-based speciflcations. (Performance-based 
specifications have a strong relationship with Design-Build and their 

other variations) 
• Limiting the amount of design development before tender (greater 

advantages with less) 
• Co-location of Design-Build team with client (Quicker decisions and 

efficiency) 
• Using Quality-based selection cnteria (guideline - spread of greater 

than 40% is recommended) 
• Develop solutions to measure Alternative Technical Concepts 

(ATC). Warranties are almost a natural progression from ATC 

• Using real partnering and teaming concepts 

• Risk matrices and analysis should be developed into DB model 

• Risks are important and are not easily accepted by service 
providers. Also optimization takes time 

• Short-Listing to 3 potential competitors 

• If possible, bundling several small DB projects 

• Using a two step process - Request for Qualifications with short- 
listing and then fuli tender. Prequalification system should have 

effectiveness "with Teeth" 
• Consider the use of stipends 
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Main Theme 	 . 	 Lesson Learned 
PPP Model 	• There may be legal issues preventing private finance and may need 
Overali Ministry 	law changes or government approval 
& Society 	 • PPP and private finance modeis can be used effectively, if used 

wisely 
• Buy-in from the Ministry of Finance 
• Need a good "Public Sector Comparator" (Benchmarking capability) 

___________ • Demonstrating Value for Money - (Must be better than other models) 
____________ • Selecting a good measurable, objective "Payment Mechanism" 

(Transparent) 
• Understanding the influence of banks/pnvate finance 
• In PPP - consider series of PPP projects and not just one - costs of 

____________ entenng market is high 
• Financial rating of one's country 
• There is a timit to amount of projects that can be done via PP model 

____________ • Difficult to predict into future & what are the political consequences 
____________ • lnfluence of project size - recommendatiori of over 80 milkon Euros 
___________ • Other threats to the project like environmental, protest, and political 

• Rumors that PPP might be a stepping stone for "Road User 
Charging" (RUC) 

PPP Model • Understanding risks from both a legal, financial and design & 
Road Authority construction perspective 

• Banks/Financiers essentially take no risk 
• Shanng the refinancing gains with the public clients 
• Underestimating market risks - causes higher premiums 
• Traffic avoidance and by-passing tolls or lower cost aiternative 

routes in future 
• Underestimating the influence of Banks/Financiers/lnvestors 
• Developing "Performance Specifications" & 'Outcome-Based Cnteria" 
• If you have not outsourced maintenance activities via maintenance 

contracts, it wiIl be difficult to include ali the detailed aspects of 
maintenance into the PPP contract 

• Allowing potential for innovation - how to approve "Alternative 
Technical Concepts" (ATCs) 

• How to make Iong-term contracts as flexible as possible 
• Clear and concise contract language and standardization 
• Appropriate "Hand-Back Clause" (what condition is the asset is 

returned back to the authonty) 
• Lack of understanding of DBFO delivery model at ali leveis 

(requires a client learning process) 
• Not taking advantage of the real concept of Design-Build - (it was 

intended as a "Teaming & Partnering" concept) 
• Enticing international competition - culture & language (English 

preferred) 
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Main Theme 	 Lesson Learned 
PPP Modei • 	Usually for large projects - typicaily greater than €60 miilion 

Road Authority • Ability of foreign participants to find/network with reliable national 

(Continued) partners 
• Consider the use of stipends to offset the large tendering costs 
• Large transaction costs - Legal, technicai, & financiai expenses 

aregreat 
• Monitoring & measunng acceptance during the "Delivery Phase" 

(construction portion) 
• Future potential - no Best And Final Offer (BAFO) stage 
• if you have not outsourced maintenance activities via maintenance 

contracts, it wiii be difficuit to inciude ali the detaiied aspects of 
maintenance into the PPP contract 

PPP Model 
Private Sector 
Contractors & 
Others 

• Competition mainly for the mega/iarge companies 
• Ability to get competitively priced private finance 
• Large transaction costs - Legal, technical, & financial expenses 

are great 
• Professionai services rewarded for their savings/innovations in 

project (shared savings/bonuses) 
• Making too many decisions too fast with more potentiai errors 
• Lack of understanding of DBFO deiivery modei 
• Finding sufficient experienced auditors. technical professionals, 

& suppiy chain partners 

Alliance Model • A new spirit of "team work" (seeking the best for the project instead 
of personai or organization gain. The reiativeiy new "Ailiance Modei" 
is designed from this spint - and is caiied the "Leadership Model") 

• Co-iocation of the project partners is essentiai in the Aiiiance modei 
• is the client able to be neutrai party and assure quality practices 

Best Practices • Design-Buiid and their contracting variations 
• PPP and private finance modeis can be used effectiveiy, if used 

wiseiy 
• Optimizing risks in ali project dehvery methods 
• Some form of a measurable "Contractor" rating system (with 

effectiveness) 
• Some form of a measurabie "Professionai Services" rating system 

(with effectiveness) 
• Hiring professional services consuitant to perform integrated 

design/pianning phases (so caiied Totai Project Managemerit - TPM 
in Ontario, Canada) 

• Significant Quaiity based Seiection Criteria for Contractors 
• Bundiing of small projects 
• Aiiiance Modei - potentiai to be a best practice, but insufficient data 

at this time 
• Sophisticated project management software tooi (nsks, QC, project 

tracking, & interfaces) 
• Common Data modeiing (3D) of ali design work - no data to 

support this best practice, but wouid significantiy reduce design 
errors, omissions, quantities, & interface issues 

• QC by contractor 
• Short-Listing to 3 potential competitors 
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APPENDIX B - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

The foliowing are recommendations based upon information gathered through-
out the years of understanding procurement practices. The main overail rec-
ommendation is to go forward in developing these so-calied innovative prac-
tices and realize that it will take time and cuiturai changes, especially if these 
are totaily new concepts. Hopefully, the benefits will overtake the development 
cost and eventually out perform and add value to you experiences. 

The first recommendation is to develop a strategy to include a portfolio of ali 
main project delivery methods (DBB, DB, DBOM, DBFO and Alliance model 
- if possible). What this accomplishes is a stage of continual development and 
learning the detailed intricacies while maintaining the road construction indus-
try. These should be deveioped in stages and understand that Design-Buiid is 
the foundation of the remaining modeis and should be considered as the first 
deveiopment model. What may happen is that only a few contractors wili be 
able to maintain the development progression and the remaining industry will 
remain at the status quo level, which means that traditional modeis wili stili 
be needed and it is important to retain a reasonabie market for road buiiding. 
It cannot be stressed enough that Design-Buiid should be done with due diii-
gence and one can learn from international studies and developments. 

Design-Build (DB) seems to be the most widely used innovative model and 
the results have been quite good, with some exceptions. Also, some countries 
have decided that DB will be the preferred model of choice for procurement 
or at least from an overali project value figure. However, development of the 
DB model takes great effort and considerable time to develop. Changing the 
behavior of ali the actors involved as well as developing the model as it was 
intended, is a significant task and is not easy to implement as quickiy as de-
sired. 

in addition, DB has been successfully used for small projects, yet the overail 
practice for smail projects has not significantiy increased. This is difficult to 
understand and explain, but maybe due to the easy selection process of DBB, 
where there is lots of competition, and maybe the culture for small projects 
doesn't desire integration and teamwork type approach. 

As a pre-requisite to the Design-Build model development, the foliowing may 
be considered a sort of a guideline for progression 

• Attain a teaming & partnering concept between Design consultants & Con-
tractors 

• Study and begin to apply national and international practices to fit your 
culture/society 

• Begin deveioping performance-based specifications (goes hand-in-hand 
with DB modei) 

• Begin reducing design development and attempt to limit to < 30% if pos-
sible 

• Learn how to accept & reject proposed Alternative Technical Concepts 
(ATC) - innovations 

• Important to have good communications, develop trust, & transparency 
• Make sure your road authority regional experts are inciuded in the develop-

ment process 
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Secondly, evaluate the results of any Design-Buiid pilot projects and have both 
internal and external evaluations. This will assist in determining whether the 
model can be applied successfully to future projects. Also, this should address 
the differences, benefits, and disadvantages as compared to the traditional 
model, a sort of benchmark. This should include marketing and working with 
upper management, regional offices & internai experts, involving the contract-
ing industry, design professionals, and other important key stakehoiders. 

Once Design-Build is thoroughly understood by your procurement staff/ex-
perts, the third recommendation is to begin developing the DBOM and PPP 
modeis and prepare projects for pilot testing of these modeis. These modeis 
assume you have expertise in the Design-Build model, because DB is the 
foundation of the next progressive models. (See the subsequent suggestions 
on improving these models). 

Some essential prerequisites for the DBOM model are as follows: 

• Working with the contracting industry to determine if there is a market and 
willingness 

• Should have some degree of expertise or practices in outsourcing main-
tenance activities. In other words what performance or service leveis are 
required for each activity 

• Risks shouid be an important part and may need to study risk analysis and 
allocation 

• Developing Handback requirement for end of contract period 

Some essential prerequisites for the PPP model are as foliows: 

• Same issues as mentioned in DBOM 
• Having a legal framework for private finance (don't assume it aiready ex-

ists) 
• Understanding ali the issues, consequences, pitfails, and important as- 

pects of PPP model. May have to prepare a research study on PPP) 
• Understand private finance and banking/financial requirements and conse- 

quences. (may need to hire financial professionais) 
• Having approval at high governmental leveis - Ministry of Finance 
• Having a benchmark comparison - some form of Public Sector Comparator 

(PSC) 
• How to develop a business case for projects 
• Thorough understanding of risks and risk optimization. (May have to pre- 

pare a research study on risks and categorized via different modeis) 
• Understanding different payment mechanisms & which ones provide better 

value 
• Assigning a client PPP team that is continuously invoived from the concep-

tion of PPP 

Fourthly, evaluation of the DBOM and PPP modeis and attempt to compare 
these models with the traditional forms and against the DB model. This may 
need to be done during the pilot testing stage so that the data can be captured 
and analyzed and probably be done internally and externaily. 

The fifth suggestion should be to re-engineer ali the modeis used and utilize 
as many as appropriate best practices into each model used. For example, 
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one of the research studies as well as the application of risks that were re-
vealed during PPP projects can now be potentially used into the other modeis 
as well as the traditional model. So a risk identification/matrix at tendering 
stage can be developed so that an equitable sharing of risks can aiready be 
made clear during tendering phases of a project. This would help minimize 
the costs of a project when the risks are identified as compared to traditional 
contracts where risks typically are priced into the contract or are billed as extra 
work or change orders. 

The final suggestion is to trial the "Alliance model" but there should be signifi-
cant background research and possibly gather data form a country that has 
practiced this model. If possible, it would be practical to meet with some of the 
clients to gather some Iessons learned and determine the real impiementation 
aspects. As with the PPP model, if should require extensive study and also 
determine if the contracting industry has the capability to use the "Alliance 
model". 

According to the advertised benefits the alliance model seems to be one of 
the potential modeis for the future, and one key recommendation is to start the 
model as early in the planning process as possible. One of the great impacts 
of this model is the potential to reduce the planning process duration to only 
6-8 months, which typically takes years to develop in many road authority or-
ganizations. 
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APPENDIX C - LESSONS LEARNED FROM MAINTENANCE PRACTICES 

There have been numerous Iessons Iearned throughout the progression of 
this study as well as those reported in other numerous reports, which contain 
valuable suggestions. The foliowing summarizes some of the common les-
Sons Iearned and attempts to quantify the good practices that were uncovered 
during the course of this project. These good practices should not be con-
fused with those fully accepted by formal best practices procedures. 

Main Theme 
Communication 
and cooperation 
with Industry  

_________________ Lesson Learned _____ __________ 
• Good open communications is essential throughout the proces from 

the time of the tendering phase and ali the way through the contract 
duration (especiaiiy monthly meetings) 

• Create Partnering and Trust 
• Consider a "Parfnering system or Partnering board 
• Deveiop a procurement strategy for maintenance with industry 
• Takes time for the contractors to find the locai partners and smaii 

businesses 
• information & training meetings with contractors & road users 
• Diverse portfoiio of deiivery maintenance methods to baiance the 

market (traditionai & innovative methods) 
• Utiiize E-commerce for tendering 
• Copying or sharing of practices from national and international 

countries 
• Beginning to "Outsource" usuaiiy requires decisions at high ieveis 

of government 
• How you open the "Market to Maintenance' is extremely important 
• Determining the opportunity or existence of a "private market 

appetite" for maintenance 
• Understanding the reasons for faiiures and successes - what reaiiy 

works & doesnt work? To increase quaiity - simpiy raise the per-
form ance standards and/or increase inspection 

• Performance-based specifications (or functional requirements) and 
Leveis of Service (LOS) are siowly being deveioped and require 
further research 

• Outcome-based criteria or performance leveis are more aiigned 
toward the road users 

• Knowing what quaiity standard produces best economicai efficiency 
• Sometimes bundiing of single maintenance activity for a long term 

duration produces better vaiue for money (results not available from 
resurfacing & bridges) 

• Some form of interactive web-based, automated, & flexible 
"Maintenance Management System" 

• Some clients perceived that there is a ioss of controi 
• Client is iosing the practicai know-how of maintenance works 
• Contract duration 3+3+3 years is actualiy a 3 year contract with oniy 

a potentiai for extension. it does not equai nine year contract 
duration because extensions are at risk with no guarantee (Mainiy 
aliows ciient fiexibility & benefit only) 

• Road authorities are becoming more iike contract managers 



Maintenance 
Contract Issues 
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Main Theme 
Road Authority 
Oevelopment 
and Impiementa-
tion of Innova-
tive Practices 
(Continued) 

________________ Lesson Learned 

• 3 Key Issues with Good & Reiiabie Road Data 
• What aro the assets - what is out there? Need reliable data! 
• What condition have you maintained it at? What are the service 

leveis? 
• What are your past & existing costs for maintaining the asset? 

• It has been proven difflcuIt to jump from in-house to performance-
based contracts that integrate ali aspects (it's a learning process) 

• Outsourcing is what provides the majority of the savings in a 
maintenance coritract 

• The longer term contracts provide extra savings 
• Various modeis used wili depend upon the culture and local 

practices in the country 
• Varlous modeis depend upon the expertise and competence of 

private sector (takes time) 
• There is a trend towards outsourcing of mainteriance & via long 

term maintenance contracts 
• Most contracts in these progressive countries are about 7-8 years 

- exception being British Coiumbia Canada and Western Austraiia 
• Having some type of continuous improvement process or at Ieast a 

systom for collecting these 
• Securing iong-term maintenance contract for the entire network 

provides surety for maintenance & preservation 
• Equipment innovations and project management appear to be the 

most dominant innovations 
• Various minor innovations have been achieved via long term 

maintenance contracts and depends upon which maintenance model 
is utiiized 

• Those countries that retain in-house workers and have attempted 
performance-based contracting have benefited by adapting 
practices from the private industry 

• Cannot fix a capitai expenditure with a Maintenance Contract 
• Can inciude smaII capitai projects up to certain maximum value 

(differs by country) 

• Head to head competition among service providers & an 
equitabie procurement process 

• Having common standards & performance measures (outcomes) 
• Difficulty of writing ali detaiis into a contract 
• Outsourcing typicaiiy began with 3 year contracts 
• Most contracts began with "Unit Prices" and are now "Hybrid or 

Lump Sum" 
• Using QuaIity-based selection criteria for winning award 
• QC by contractors is working reasonably weli 
• Strict penaities for non-performance and an escaiating scale 

(however - creates lack of trust) 
• Bonuses and sanctions shouid be significant, abie to be achieved, 

and balanced 
• Mix-matching performance and technicai specifications in contract 

& dunng tender 
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Main Theme 	 Lesson Learned 
Maintenance 	• Different practices between the regional offices in road authorities 
Contract Issues 	and lack of clear continuity between them. (Fuil standardization of 
(Continued) 	 practices has not been achieved) 

• Having a Maintenance Rating Program (MRP) or statistical 
evaluation of assets has better meaning than Pass/Faii systems 

• Customer surveys and possibly integrated into bonus system 
• Automated customer complaint feedback system automatically 

directed to the service provider 
• Utilizing maintenance guidance handbooks 
• Utilizing some type of auditing system 
• Should be some type of indexing (infiation index) in long term 

contracts 
• Begin developing & using risks allocation in tendering process 
• Minimizing administration & paperwork bureaucracy - unofficially 

not working well 

Contractor 	• Consideration is needed for mobilization of new contracto & 
Perspectives 	equipment - in advance 
in Contracts 	• Signing new contractors on time and allow mobilization to occur 

smoothly 
• Having a good software and ICT tools (Bilting, Scheduling, asset 

database, & lnspection) 
• Have a Modern/innovative Road Weather Information System 

(RWIS) 
• Pocket GPS data logging system for snow piows & trucks (simi-lar 

to Finnish Keiju system) 
• Training of Contractors & Subcontractors (Pre-Season & Kickoff 

meetings) 
• Semi-Annual or Annual Evaluation of assets (both client & 

con-tractor) 
• Provingto the client that alternatwe concepts as acceptabie 

Best Practices 	• Outsourcing of routine maintenance 
• Longer term maintenance contracts - greater than 7 years 
• Significant Quality based Selection Criteria for Contractors 
• Some form of interactive web-based, automated, & flexible 

"Maintenance Management System" 
• Open communications, workshops, seminars, & cooperative sharing 

sessions with ali groups 
• Ailiance Model for maintenance - potential to be a best practice, 

but insufficient data at this time 
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APPENDIX D - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MAINTENANCE PRACTICES 

Most of the recommendations have been mentioned at some portion in this 
report, but will be addressed below The first and probably most obvious rec-
ommendation is that outsourcing of routine maintenance has been demon-
strated successfufly and has resulted in some benefits and some disadvan-
tages for the road authorities. There are numerous studies that indicated this 
to be true. 

Secondly, there are numerous means and ways on how to begin the outsourc-
ing, but wise decisions and much background study makes for successful 
results. It is not the intension here to provide guidelines, but some main points 
for consideration are addressed as follows: 

• Study and evaluate national and international practices 
• Outsourcing is a political and socially sensitive decision - decision at high 

levels 
• How to "Open the Market" to maintenance competition? 
• Should have some form of pilot testing comparison of in-house versus out-

sourced 
• Low-bid or Quality based selection criteria should be evaluated 
• Should use performance criteria or Leveis of Service (LOS) 
• Writing good contracts (risks, sanctions, & performance expectations). Re-

quires expertise, and concise contract language. Consider adapting exist-
ing contracts rather than creating new ones 

• Some form of interactive web-based, automated, & flexible "Maintenance 
Management System" 

• Should work together with the maintenance industry & good open commu-
nications (create trust) 

• Develop some type of Partnering and trust 

Third recommendation once the outsourcing has begun is to determine a 
strategy for the next several years. This strategy should be a client team effort 
working and at periods include industryl maintenance contractor feedback. 
Some issues could be as highlighted: 

• What areas in road of network will be placed into competition, if not entire 
network 

• Stager or phase-in contracts over several years & possibly starting with 
3 year contracts "Unit Prices". The progress toward longer durations and 
"Lump Sum" contracts 

• How implemented into your organization (following New Zealand or Finland 
model) 

• Attempt to go forward with 5, 7 and longer duration contracts 
• Specify contract duration for the exact years desired like 5+2 or 7+2 years 

and retain some fiexibility, but not 3+1+2+2 or 3+3+3 (it's the first value that 
counts as nothing else is fixed) 

• Moving toward Lump Sum contracts 
• lntegrating more elements of routine maintenance into one contract 
• Start using QC by contractors 
• Developing some type of interoperable maintenance management IT sys-

tems 
• How is performance being evaluated (pass/fail or based on actual perform-

ance measurements) 
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• Develop IT systems to include customer complaint feedback directly to 
contractor (with tracking) 

• Determine how to evaluate the competence, ability to perform, and QC 
• Consider sanctions and rewards in contracts 

Fourthly, once the outsourcing of maintenance has matured enough, there 
should be some benchmarking. Also, there needs to be some re-engineering 
of the process and ideas included: 

• Value for money studies 
• Openly reporting the status of maintenance contracting 
• Is there a healthy maintenance contracting industry 
• Having some form of sharing best practices & Iessons !earned 
• Should you have some type of continuous improvement process & bench-

marking system 
• Continue foliowing internationa! trends and development 
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